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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Characterization of Biological Effects  

of Computed Tomography by Assessing the  

DNA Damage Response 

 

By 

 

Shona Robin Elgart 

Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Physics 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2014 

Professor Michael McNitt-Gray 

 

The purpose of this work is to characterize the biological response of clinically relevant 

low doses of ionizing radiation (IR) to inform risk assessment for diagnostic radiographic 

procedures. Computed tomography (CT) exams provide a non-invasive, fast and extremely 

detailed diagnostic tool for physicians. Despite the immense impact diagnostic radiology has 

had on the advancement of healthcare, recent incidents and retrospective studies have focused 

attention on radiation dose and potential risks from diagnostic exams, especially CT. Because CT 

exams are often necessary and very commonly employed to provide standard and life-saving 

medical care, it is crucial to understand the potential risks and avoid adverse health effects. As 

current risk estimate are based on population statistics and the “average patient” is rarely 

average, determining the risk for an individual scenario based on specific patient parameters 

could revolutionize diagnostic medicine. The lack of scientific evidence for specific biological 
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mechanisms in response to low doses of IR makes even defining risk particularly imprecise. 

Furthermore, the relationship between physical and biological dose following IR is especially 

unclear for low dose modalities such as CT. Due to the dynamic nature of cellular damage 

repair, it is clear that accurate and reproducible kinetic analysis is essential to properly assess 

the gammaH2AX response. For this reason, this work focuses on 1) developing and evaluating a 

technique to be applied to kinetic analysis of DNA damage in patient blood samples for clinical 

application, 2) investigating the differences in DNA damage repair kinetics between dose levels 

and the effects of short-interval fractionated low-dose irradiation schemes on phosphorylation 

of H2AX, and 3) applying the previously developed technique to characterize the response to CT 

examinations in patients.  

It is important to control variables which may have unrelated and unintended effects on 

biological endpoints. Standard procedures of blood sample collection followed by ill-defined 

storage at room temperature or on ice before laboratory analysis is suboptimal when analyzing 

highly dynamic systems such as the DNA damage response. The developed rapid fixation 

protocol that uses immediate exposure to formaldehyde after treatment was superior to the 

standard practice for isolation and fixation of whole blood as well as cell culture samples. 

Comparison of different sample handling protocols indicates that whole blood samples are 

especially sensitive to changes in their environment.  

Dose-response kinetics to IR were established in both cultured and whole blood human 

lymphocytes. The biological response to IR was measured by immunofluorescent analysis of 

gammaH2AX by flow cytometry at different time points To understand the response to doses 

from CT exams fractionated exposures were employed. Both the kinetics and extent of H2AX 
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phosphorylation appear to be dose-dependent. For the first time, differences in DNA repair 

kinetics of both cultured and whole blood lymphocytes are characterized.  Moreover, using a 

modified split-dose in vitro experiment, it is shown that phosphorylation of H2AX is significantly 

reduced following exposure to CT doses fractionated over a few minutes compared to the same 

total dose delivered as a single exposure. The possibility of an altered H2AX phosphorylation 

response to split-dose irradiations could have marked implications for current diagnostic 

procedures and thus underscores the importance of understanding how imaging protocols may 

affect the biological response in order to accurately assess risk estimates and biological dose. 

Though the consequences on late effects and other related risks are unclear, these findings 

suggest that risk may be a function of not only total dose delivered, but also other contributing 

factors such as scan and patient parameters. 

Here, the complexity of the biological response to a variety of CT protocols and the 

relation to patient and CT exam parameters is described. Blood from 21 adult patients 

undergoing clinically-indicated CT exams was analyzed to assess the effects of CTs in vivo. 

Varying biological responses are observed after irradiation. While no clear dose response is 

evident, three distinct biological responses to CT examinations: fast, slow and none are 

suggested. Additionally, age and average dose-rate are significant factors in the biological 

response. Interestingly, ex vivo and in vivo samples differ in biological response to CT exams. 

These effects suggests distinct DNA damage responses depending on exam conditions that may 

not necessarily be reflected solely by dose metrics like dose length product (DLP) or CT dose 

index (CTDI) which only quantify scanner output. Even though this study only had a small 

population size, two patients were identified who exhibited aberrant responses compared to 
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the rest of the population indicating that this application could provide a useful tool to identify 

putative radiation sensitive individuals who may require further testing to ensure the least risk 

to the patient. 

 This work provides compelling evidence supporting differential biological responses not 

only between high and low doses, but also between single and multiple exposures of low doses 

of ionizing radiation. Moreover, individual patient factors may further modulate the response 

to radiographic procedures. Although the radio-protector experiments provide some 

interesting insight into the possible mechanisms by which these responses are controlled, it is 

clear that this work has instigated more questions than it has answered. Future work needs to 

further probe the responsible mechanisms involved in the damage response at different dose 

levels and schemes as well as those involved in carcinogenesis and other late effects. In 

addition to understanding the response at a cellular level, it is imperative to also examine the 

systemic response as well as how repeated exposures over an individual’s lifetime may affect 

lifetime risk. Once it is possible to integrate both cellular and systemic knowledge then it may 

be possible to accurately forecast individual risk.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

It is no secret that the number of prescribed computed tomography (CT) protocols has 

increased dramatically since their introduction in the 1970s. CTs provide a non-invasive, fast 

and extremely detailed diagnostic tool for physicians. From 1980 to 2006 the number of CT 

examinations exploded, and their contribution to the population’s radiation dose more than 

doubled, (Figure 1.1) (1). Despite the immense impact diagnostic radiology has had on the 

advancement of healthcare (2), recent incidents and retrospective studies have focused 

attention on radiation dose and potential risks from diagnostic exams, especially CT (3-7). Over 

the last decade the debate over the safety of CT has played out like a poorly-watched soap 

opera. Public fear is fueled by a mix of tragic incidences (6), scientific reports on the mass loss 

 
Figure1.1. Population ionizing radiation (IR) exposure of the United States from NCRP report 160. 
Included sources of IR are attributable to background, occupational, consumer products and medical 
exposures. Total effective dose (E) from all sources per individual is presented with the percentage 
each source contributes to the total. The major contributor to increased population dose from 1980 
to 2006 was dose from medical examinations. Adapted from NCPR report 160. 
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of life which CT exams will inevitably cause (3, 5, 7), media sensationalism and the appearance 

that the scientific community has no understanding of the long term effects of routine medical 

examinations. The root of the problem lies with the lack of empirical evidence showing a direct 

link to increased cancer incidence and mortality after CT examinations. Because CT exams are 

often necessary and very commonly employed to provide standard and life-saving medical care, 

it is crucial to understand the potential risks and avoid adverse health effects. Protection 

standards, designed using a Linear No-Threshold (LNT) model, aim to ensure conservative risk 

estimates for individuals exposed to ionizing radiation (IR) (8). These estimates were defined 

primarily using the Life Span Study (LSS) of atomic bomb survivors in Japan which contains a 

large cohort that received IR doses in the 5-150mSv range. Although these doses are within the 

range of typical CT scans (9), the doses are not delivered in the same manner. Individuals in the 

LSS received whole body doses that were delivered relatively homogeneously in a single 

exposure which may not accurately reflect or describe the risks of protocols typically 

encountered in diagnostic radiology procedures. CT, by its very nature, exposes patients 

heterogeneously, typically over multiple exposures in a short time period. Though the 

consequences on late effects and other related risks are unclear, making direct assumptions 

from the LSS may not prove as useful as previously thought (4). Furthermore, the uncertainties 

associated with the low-dose risk estimates remain large.  

Risk reduction is a major focus of medical imaging research. As risk estimates are based 

on a no threshold model, current methods to reduce risk primarily concentrate on the 

reduction of scan and exam dose. Radiologic techniques that require IR, such as CT, walk a line 

between achieving acceptable diagnostic image quality and lowering dose. Better quality 
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images require more photons and thus more dose to the patient and limiting the dose will 

degrade image quality. While the development of automatic tube current modulation (or 

automated exposure control – AEC) (10), automated tube potential selection (11) and iterative 

reconstruction techniques (12) have promised significant decreases in scan dose while retaining 

diagnostic image quality, these techniques are widely underused in the radiology community 

(13). The use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), when applicable, can also be used to 

decrease radiation dose. MRI is considered to be a safer option because it does not expose 

patients to IR, however not all exams can be recreated with MRI due to imaging or logistical 

reasons.  

The interest in using biological markers for clinical diagnostics is growing. The 

emergence of medical treatments based on individual genetics has spawned an age of 

personalized medicine. Because current risk estimate are based on population statistics and the 

“average patient” is rarely average, determining the risk for an individual scenario based on 

specific patient parameters could revolutionize diagnostic medicine. However, unlike radiation 

therapy, where specific deterministic effects have been characterized (14), the lack of scientific 

evidence for specific biological mechanisms in response to low doses of IR makes even defining 

risk particularly imprecise. Furthermore, the relationship between physical and biological dose 

following IR is especially unclear for low dose modalities such as CT (15-18). It is essential to 

define the biological mechanisms of damage and repair of low doses of IR to assess its risks and 

avoid potential adverse health effects. Characterization of biological changes resulting from 

doses of radiation in the range of CT protocols is often limited to a few, if not a single, time 

point evaluated for gammaH2AX foci by fluorescent microscopy. Although H2AX 
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phosphorylation is an attractive marker for DNA double strand breaks (DSB) it is only surrogate 

marker and detects an early step in the DNA damage response. Even so, evaluation of 

gammaH2AX foci is quickly becoming the standard method to describe the biological response 

to a variety of external forces; however, sample handling practices often vary or are 

unreported, offering little standardization not only between studies but also between samples. 

Recently, it has been suggested that magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may induce the 

formation of gammaH2AX foci (19) and thus, the safety of MRI has been thrown into question. 

However, these studies may be interpreting the effects of sample handling as biological effects 

of MRI. Due to the dynamic nature of cellular damage repair, it is clear that accurate and 

reproducible kinetic analysis is essential to properly assess the gammaH2AX response. For this 

reason, this work focuses on 1) developing and evaluating a technique to be applied to kinetic 

analysis of DNA damage in patient blood samples for clinical application, 2) investigating the 

differences in DNA damage repair kinetics between dose levels and the effects of short-interval 

fractionated low-dose irradiation schemes on phosphorylation of gammaH2AX, and 3) applying 

the previously developed technique to characterize the response to CT examinations in 

patients.  

The purpose of this study is to characterize the biological response of clinically relevant 

low doses of ionizing radiation to inform risk assessment for diagnostic radiographic 

procedures. 
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1.1 Specific Research Aim 1: Develop a rapid and accurate handing and fixation protocol for in 

vivo and in vitro experiments 

 In this aim it is hypothesized that development of a rapid fixation protocol will allow for 

precise kinetic assessment of biological markers of DNA damage even at very short time-points. 

Sample handling prior to fixation will be minimized to achieve analysis as close to physiological 

conditions as possible, especially for patient blood analysis. The developed protocol will be 

compared to standard handling and fixation practices and the DNA damage kinetics following 

different sample handling practices is compared by flow cytometry analysis of H2AX 

phosphorylation after ionizing radiation exposure. From this analysis, damage kinetics will be 

established to provide guidance for further in vitro and in vivo experiments.  

1.2 Specific Research Aim 2: Characterize the effects of CT-relevant doses and protocols on 

cellular radiation response in vitro using immortalized human lymphocytes 

 In this aim it is hypothesized that low doses of IR and dosing schemes that mimic CT 

exam protocols will alter the biological response to IR compared to higher doses or single 

exposure irradiations. Baseline dose-response kinetics for the DNA damage response are 

defined for both cultured and whole blood lymphocytes for a range of doses covering the low 

(relevant to CT protocols) and high dose spectrum by H2AX phosphorylation analysis. Temporal 

differences in RNA expression between low and high doses are characterized in cultured 

lymphocytes by whole genome shotgun sequencing (RNASeq). The effects of multi-pass clinical 

CT protocols on the DNA damage response are probed by exposing cultured lymphocytes to 

20mGy fractionated exposures separated by two minutes or single exposures of the equivalent 
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total dose. The effects of pre and post-exposure to radio-protectors on the cellular radiation 

response are examined.  

1.3 Specific Research Aim 3: Describe the effects of CT protocols on whole blood patient 

samples and compare the cellular radiation response between in vivo and ex vivo conditions 

 In this aim it is hypothesized that the previously developed protocol can be used to 

successfully illustrate the complexity of the biological response to a variety of CT protocols and 

its relation to patient and CT exam parameters. Instead of examining DNA repair at a single 

point in time, which is common, short-term kinetics are evaluated to better understand the 

effects of exam and patient parameters on the biological response to CT examinations. 

1.4 Definitions 

For the purposes of this work we define the following: 

Low dose – radiation doses below 150mGy or mSv 

CT scan or scan: a single exposure or pass of an anatomical region during a CT exam. 

CT exam or exam: a complete CT study that may contain multiple CT scans. 

1.5 Significance 

Individualized biological dosimetry is an intriguing possibility to improve dose estimates 

and risk assessment as well as allow for personalized and evidence-based medical care and 

longitudinal dose tracking. Unfortunately, in the low dose range, assay sensitivity must be 

extremely high to distinguish any changes that may occur. Development of a sensitive and 

accurate assay to analyze the biological response at low doses of IR for clinical application will 

not only advance the understanding of the consequences of diagnostic radiological procedures 

but also has the potential to improve patient care. Radiation damage analysis techniques for 
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low doses rely heavily on fluorescent microscopy which is not only labor intensive but also time 

consuming. Coupling rapid fixation with flow cytometry offers accurate timing and a more 

streamline protocol which is essential for clinical applications. Furthermore, due to its rapid 

analysis, flow cytometry offers the opportunity to examine multiple time points to assess 

kinetic variation at low dose levels. While others have investigated gammaH2AX under similar 

circumstance, many have used techniques which question the validity of results (20). Without 

the need for blood separation, our protocol allows for virtually immediate fixation of patient 

samples and thus precise kinetic analysis of the damage response. Understanding the biological 

response at low dose levels will create a deeper appreciation of the unique risks involved in 

diagnostic radiology procedures, better characterize the possible role of external agents in 

protection against radiation damage and offer a more thorough understanding of the safety for 

diagnostic radiology. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 The Development of Risk Estimates from Low-Level Radiation Exposure 

In 1972 the National Academy of Science – National Research Council published its first 

report which reviewed and evaluated epidemiological and laboratory research related to the 

long term effects of low levels of IR (Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation – BEIR I) (21). The 

most recent edition of this report (BEIR VII – phase 2) was released in 2006 (22). These reports 

are instrumental in defining the scientific foundation of radiation protection standards and the 

development of public health policy related to low doses of IR. However, since (and even 

during) their inception, controversy has reined in the health physics community. Because the 

epidemiological and mechanistic data for low dose IR exposure is minimal and inconclusive, and 

it would be unethical to conduct full scale Nazi-esque longitudinal studies on human subjects 

(23), the uncertainties of current risk estimates remain a major hindrance in clearly defining the 

safe use of low levels of IR, especially in medical diagnostics. Although other data is available to 

provide a more robust estimation of risks, these studies have been largely dismissed due to 

their large uncertainties and inconsistencies. Importantly, the scientist who battled over which 

studies to omit and which sources of uncertainty to include in the 95% subjective confidence 

interval (22), emphasized the great many assumptions made in their analysis of the relevant 

and available data. It is these assumptions that continue to fuel the debate over the safety of 

medical imaging (24). Despite the uncertainties and controversy, risk estimates have been 

calculated and have become a popular way to generate frightening news for public 

consumption (25-27).  
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2.2 Computed Tomography and Medical Radiation Exposure 

Exposure to ionizing radiation is unavoidable; it is in the air we breathe, the champagne 

we drink and the bananas we eat. Beyond everyday background radiation, scientists have 

developed devices and techniques to utilize IR for medical imaging and treatment. The impact 

of advancements in radiology on healthcare is clearly seen in the incredible growth in the field 

and the increase in medical exposure to radiation that has mirrored this development (28). 

Diagnostic examinations range in effective dose (Table 2.1). Effective dose is a sex and age 

averaged value which describes the approximate whole body dose from a partial body 

irradiation (29). While the effective dose should not be used to imply specific risk, it is useful to 

compare the potential risks between radiographic techniques (30). CT doses are relatively high 

compared to other procedures and new advancements, such as brain perfusion studies are 

even higher. Doses are now within a range where risk no longer has to be extrapolated from 

higher dose data (31). However, irradiation schemes for CT exams do not exactly fit with the 

BEIR VII/LSS model of homogenous whole-body exposure. So, although there is direct 

epidemiological evidence for increased cancer risk after doses experienced from CT 

examinations, the effects of CT protocols still remain unclear. A recent large-scale retrospective 

study of risk related to childhood CT exposure concluded that there exists an age-related 

increased risk of leukemia and brain tumors following CT exams (32). Despite the limitations of 

this study, it provides valuable evidence for the risk assessment of children. Similar studies in 

adult subjects have yet to be undertaken. Further retrospective and prospective studies 

combined with characterization of the biological response to diagnostic imaging protocols will 
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aid in defining more robust risk estimates and allow the medical community to objectively 

reassess the safety of this vitally useful technology. 

Table 2.1. Effective Doses for Common Radiographic Techniques 

Examination 
Average Effective 
Dose (mSv) (30, 33) 

Dental radiography 0.005 

Posterior-anterior chest radiography 0.02 

Hip radiography 0.1 

Mammography 0.4 

Routine head CT 2 

Routine chest CT 7 

Barium enema 8 

Virtual colonoscopy 10 

Brain perfusion CT 16 

Pelvic vein embolization 60 

An unfortunate string of incidents involving radiation overexposures due to CT has 

shown the public and the medical community the dangers of medical imaging with IR (34). 

These types of incidents are more an indicator of the lack of awareness in the medical 

community regarding CT and IR (35) rather than a reflection on the dangers of medical 

radiation exposure. It may be that the public should fear their medical providers rather than the 

radiation itself. IR has granted the medical community a great power and “with great power 

there must also come – great responsibility (36).” Increased awareness in both the medical and 

patient communities, along with standardization, regulation and monitoring is necessary to 

reduce these errors and increase the safety of CT. 

2.3 Biological Dosimetry 

The first attempt of any physicist to answer a problem involving a physical object 

undoubtedly includes the phrase, “assume the object is a sphere,” followed by the phrases 

“infinitesimally small” and “infinitely far away” if the problem involves a beam of radiation 
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(ionizing or otherwise) (29, 37). Unfortunately, the rest of us do not live in a world made of 

spheres or beams of light that are emitting isotropically from a point source infinitely far away. 

The rest of us live on Earth, where humans fail to act like cylinders of water (or water 

equivalent material), patients get emergency CT examinations and there is the always present 

fear of imminent nuclear war. Physical dose estimates are vitally important to ensure the safe 

operation of both therapeutic and diagnostic devices and while these estimates are exquisitely 

accurate in terms of the physical energy deposited into a unit of mass, the response of that unit 

of mass or the living breathing being of which it is a part, is not taken into account. Thus, 

biological – rather than physical – dosimetry has emerged in an effort to supplement dose 

assessment for both medical exposures and radiation emergencies. A nuclear explosion or any 

other large-scale radiation emergency requires rapid estimates of exposures in order to triage 

individuals for appropriate medical care. Analytical systems which require only limited 

resources and are easily deployable are a necessity (38). In contrast, assessing biological 

dosimetry for routine medical exposures (for therapeutic or diagnostic purposes) does not 

require such stringent criteria. However, similar improvements to ease of use and resource 

requirements will make achieving large-scale monitoring of biological dose more attainable. An 

important aspect of recording and monitoring individual biological dosimetry is the variation in 

radiation sensitivity within the population (39). Due to genetic variability, some individuals are 

more sensitive to IR than others (40) and awareness of personal sensitivity may justify 

alteration of imaging and treatment strategies to avoid potential health detriment.  
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2.4 The DNA-Damage Response  

Genomes everywhere are under constant attack from physiological and environmental 

assailants that induce DNA lesions (41). A variety of highly evolved systems – known collectively 

as the DNA-damage response (DDR) – monitor and maintain genetic material by neutralizing 

lesions to ensure the biological imperative of transmitting genetic material to future 

generations. Two primary mechanisms are available for the detection, signaling and repair of 

double strand breaks (DSBs) – which are considered the most important lesions induced by IR 

as they are most likely to induce carcinogenesis: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) (42) and 

homologous recombination (HR) (43). While NHEJ can be used in all phases of the cell cycle, HR 

is limited to S or G2 phase when a sister chromatid is available for sequence homology. If both 

mechanisms are available the choice between which pathway is selected appears to be 

associated with the complexity of the break (44) and end resection. There is mounting evidence 

that NHEJ is the first mechanism to attempt repair, but if unsuccessful or suppressed, a switch 

to HR is made (44). While HR is considered to be error-free repair due to the availability of a 

template, NHEJ is relatively error-prone. Regardless of pathway, DNA damage is detected by 

sensor proteins, response mediators are recruited to the damage site, and the damage signal is 

amplified to transducers and effectors that stimulate a response to the break. Responses range 

from cell cycle arrest, chromatin remodeling, repair and – if repair is unsuccessful or 

unachievable – apoptosis (45) or senescence (46).  

2.5 gammaH2AX 

Core histones make up the protein scaffolding which allows approximately six feet of 

human DNA to be compacted into the nucleus of a microscopic cell. The variant histone H2AX 
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makes up approximately 2-20% of the native H2A core histones in humans (47). gammaH2AX is 

produced over large regions of chromatin flanking a DNA DSB (48) when H2A is rapidly 

phosphorylated at Serine 139 following induction of a break (49, 50). gammaH2AX promotes 

the recruitment of necessary DDR factors, ubiquitin-adduct formation and other modifications 

to chromatin (51). Upon induction of a DSB, a focus forms around the break which includes not 

only gammaH2AX but other detectable response factors and are readily detectable by 

antibodies for specific DDR factors. If the break is induced by IR these foci are referred to as 

ionizing radiation induced foci (IRIF). gammaH2AX IRIF can be detected quickly following IR 

exposure and increase swiftly to maximum levels then begin to decrease following kinetics 

consistent with both fast and slow components (52). By using gammaH2AX IRIF detection, it has 

been established that most breaks are repaired quickly in an ATM-independent fashion (fast 

component) and approximately 15% of breaks (those with higher chromatin complexity) are 

repaired more slowly and require both ATM and Artemis (slow component) (53). Foci first 

appear faint but over time, increase in intensity as H2AX phosphorylation continues if a DSB 

remains unrepaired (54). Phosphorylation kinetics closely follow those of DNA DSB repair, at 

least at high doses (52, 55-58). Due to the natural large-scale amplification of signal, detection 

of gammaH2AX foci has become a popular method to monitor the damage response following 

exposure to DNA damaging agents. However, while this technique provides both extreme 

sensitivity and reliability in assessing DDR, there are limitations that must be appreciated, 

namely analysis of gammaH2AX indirectly measures DSB formation and H2AX phosphorylation 

does not always correlated with induced DSB formation (59). Provided these limitations are 
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respected, it is clear that analysis of gammaH2AX IRIF can provide a useful biomarker for DDR 

following IR even at low doses (54, 60).  

2.6 Radio-protection 

Different classes of agents which protect and/or mitigate the detrimental effects of IR 

are currently under investigation mainly to aid in the event of a radiation emergency. However, 

in light of the increases in medical IR exposure, these agents are being investigated for their 

efficacy in a clinical setting. Radio-protectors such as antioxidants are attractive agents as they 

are typically well tolerated and are already used clinically (61, 62). Although antioxidants 

indicate protection on a cellular level, as measured by gammaH2AX IRIF, survival is unaffected 

after high doses of IR. However, if the repair machinery is compromised survival is improved 

with the treatment of an antioxidant following similar doses (63). If an insult of low dose IR 

promotes a similar environment in terms of the available repair mechanisms to that of repair-

deficient conditions, the use of antioxidants may be more applicable to providing protection at 

low doses of IR. Nevertheless, caution must be taken when implementing the use of anti-

oxidant radio-protectors clinically; As ROS may act as a signal for repair pathways, hindering 

that signal may have detrimental effects on effective repair of DNA damage or cellular function 

(64-66) and thus may be counterproductive in the prevention injury or disease. 

  Because radical scavengers are only effective if given before a radiation insult (67), and 

those that demonstrate the most effective protection have poor toxicity profiles (68), the 

investigation for better tolerated agents and those that can be administered after a radiation 

insult (radio-mitigators) continues. Recently, two classes of antibiotics have been discovered to 

be radio-protective: tetracylines and fluoroquinones (69). Additionally, tetracycline exhibited 
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both radio-protective and radio-mitigative properties. Investigation into the protective 

mechanism indicates not a classical radical scavenging action like most protective agents, but 

rather alteration in chromatin structure. Although inducing the rampant spread of an antibiotic-

resistant super-bug within the global population is a possibility, saving as many lives following a 

WWIII nuclear crisis may have to take precedence. In the meantime, if the action of 

protection/mitigation can be determined, it could be possible to develop well-tolerated agents 

that provide robust protection and mitigation but lack the antibiotic properties that would 

contribute to problematic bacterial resistance.   

2.7 Analysis of gammaH2AX in Patients Following CT Studies 

In vivo studies show relatively good correlation with in vitro results with respect to IRIF 

formation and initial repair (70, 71). Dose enhancement effects of contrast media also show 

similar trends between in vitro and in vivo irradiations (72). There have been reports of low-

dose hypersensitivity seen in pediatric cardiac catheterization patients (73) as well as in low-

dose exposed areas of radiation therapy patients (74). This corroborating evidence has led 

many to claim in vitro analysis sufficiently predicts in vivo radiation response behavior. 

However, there is conflicting evidence with respect to resolution of DNA damage repair 

following low doses of IR. In vitro studies present a model where damage is repaired to a 

threshold level which may persist indefinitely (57), whereas in vivo studies show little evidence 

for this phenomenon with spiral CT (75), cardiac CT and conventional coronary angiography 

(76). Clearly, in vitro analysis may not model the in vivo radiation response in its entirety. 

Because approximately 2% of lymphocytes reside within the bloodstream, while the rest are 

contained within lymphatic tissues any resolution of damage indicated by a reduction in signal 
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may not relate to repair of DNA DSBs in damaged cells but the result of cells being sequestered 

out of the peripheral blood stream (77) or committed to senescence (78). This mechanism may 

partially explain why there is a low level of persistent DSB seen in vitro but not in vivo. The 

persistence of conflicting evidence indicates that a more thorough understanding is necessary 

to accurately estimate biological dose with biomarkers like gammaH2AX.  

Lobrich et al. were able to uncover a radiation sensitive patient within their patient 

cohort who previously responded poorly to radiation therapy (75). Although, it would be 

difficult to identify every radiation sensitive patient, an analysis technique which could indicate 

potential increased radiation sensitivity in patients would be valuable for assessing personal 

excess radiation risk and biological dose. Genetically determined radiation sensitive patients 

exist as two populations: homozygotes, the most radiation sensitive, and heterozygotes 

typically have intermediate radiation sensitivity as one gene encodes functional protein. The 

homozygote population is relatively easy to distinguish due to hallmark symptomatic disorders 

that result (40). However, the heterozygote population is typically unknown due to the lack of 

symptoms and makes up a larger portion of the population. Furthermore, radiation sensitivity is 

expected to vary between individuals in the “non-radiation sensitive” population. Determining 

individual patient radiation sensitivity will promote more evidenced-based medicine and 

provide a way to prevent harmful levels of exposure. 

2.8 RNASeq 

IR induces changes in gene expression and protein levels. Traditionally, microarray 

technologies have been used to assess these changes (79). A large panel of genes can be 

profiled efficiently; however, the number of genes assessed is finite and requires prior 
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knowledge of sequence information and specific probe selection. Until recently, high 

throughput RNA sequencing was infeasible due to limitations in sequencing technology and 

prohibitive cost. RNA sequencing has the distinct advantage of profiling all mRNA transcripts 

that are present in cells without sequence information a priori. Thus, it is possible to analyze 

global changes in gene expression with whole transcriptome shotgun sequencing (RNASeq) 

with great sensitivity. Analysis of transcriptional changes following low doses or IR has been 

performed with traditional microarray methods but no data has been published using RNASeq 

for transcriptome analysis following low or high doses of IR. Because the mechanism(s) that 

may be activated after low doses of IR are still unclear, it is possible that genes currently not 

thought of as typical radiation response genes are activated or suppressed. Thus, analysis that 

does not require prior knowledge of sequence or gene activation and examines the global 

transcriptome would be advantageous. RNASeq also offers very high sensitivity to low 

transcript levels which could be necessary for examining the transcriptional response to low 

doses of IR. Microarray studies indicate that there are changes in the transcriptome following 

low doses of IR and these changes differ from those at high doses. Different genes within the 

same DNA damage response pathways are regulated at low doses compared to high doses and 

although the same genes may be regulated they may be regulated differentially and thus alter 

the kinetic response to radiation (80). Interestingly, at low doses the major ATM dependent 

pathway seems to be only transiently activated, if at all. However, a novel pathway involving a 

chromatin modifying complex has been identified to respond to both low and high doses (80). 
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2.9 Overall Summary and Conclusions 

It is taken for granted that the biological response to lower doses of IR will mimic that of 

higher doses. Without an evidenced-based model for low-dose radiation sensitivity however, a 

description of the biological response to low dose IR will continue to be circumstantial and 

phenomenological. This work will provide substantial data to support a kinetic-based model for 

radiation sensitivity to allow for a more evidence-based medical approach. Implementation of a 

whole blood protocol coupled with optimized flow cytometry analysis could make personalized 

excess risk assessment a reality. Additionally, the effects of short-interval additive irradiation on 

radiation sensitivity at low doses may elucidate more subtle features of the radiation response 

pathways which could be utilized to promote radiation protection. How new research in 

molecular biology and genetics should be integrated to providing better risk estimations still 

remains unclear. It is imperative that risk estimates be based not solely on epidemiological 

assumptions, but also on empirical evidence of biological repercussions, especially in the light 

of increasing radiation exposure due to medical examinations, particularly CT.  
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods 

 This work seeks to characterize the biological response of low doses of ionizing radiation 

clinically relevant to CT examinations to inform risk assessment for diagnostic radiographic 

procedures. To accomplish this objective a sensitive and accurate protocol is developed and 

evaluated (Chapter 4) and analysis of the biological response to relevant radiation doses and 

schemes is performed for both in vitro (Chapter 5) and in vivo (Chapter 6) experiments. 

Materials and methods specific to each research aim are described in the corresponding 

chapters. Common materials and methods are described here.    

3.1 Cell lines 

A previously established murine tumor infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) cell line and the 

Epstein-Barr Virus-immortalized wild-type human lymphocyte cell line, ESW-WT3, were 

cultured in complete media (RPMI with 10%FBS) and incubated in a humidified incubator at 

37°C with 5% CO2.  

3.2 In Vitro Blood Samples 

For consistency, blood from a single healthy donor (female, 29 years) was used for all 

experiments involving in vitro whole blood analysis. Following consent, blood samples were 

collected into 4mL K2 EDTA (7.2 mg) tubes. Samples were immediately placed in a light proof 

container and kept in the dark at room temperature until treatment. All blood samples were 

collected in accordance with the UCLA IRB (#10-001571). 

3.3 Irradiators 

In vitro irradiations were performed with an RS320 Irradiation System (Gulmay Medical, 

Bethel, CT, USA) with 3mm inherent aluminum filtration and 1.5mm added copper filtration at 
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150kVp with 20mA. This irradiation setup has a dose rate of 0.72Gy/min and HVL of 

21.07mmAl. This irradiator is capable of delivering doses ranging from 1mGy to over 

10,000mGy. Additional irradiations to determine sensitivity were performed with a 

multidetector row CT scanner at 120kVp (Sensation 64, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, 

Germany). For this irradiation setup, blood samples were placed in a plastic 500mL tube which 

was in turn placed in the center chamber of a 16cm CTDI head phantom. This setup allows 

samples to be irradiated with doses that range from 1 to 1000mGy.  

3.4 Immunofluorescent Staining for gammaH2AX 

Following fixation, samples were pelleted and supernatant removed. 0.02ug Ab (FITC 

conjugated goat antiHu-gammaH2AX, Millipore Catalogue #:16-202A) in 50uL of 

permeablization buffer (5% Saponin, 100mM HEPES, 1.4M NaCl, 25mM CaCl2 in ddH20) was 

added to each sample, mixed well and incubated on ice for 20 minutes with agitation. 100uL of 

antibody wash solution (1% BSA, 0.2% Triton-X-100 in PBS) was added following antibody 

incubation. Samples were then centrifuged at 400g for 5min and re-suspended in isotone for 

analysis by flow cytometry.  

3.5 Statistical Analyses 

Statistical significance between treatments was determined by t-test analysis and ANOVA 

where indicated. P-values less than 0.05 (p<0.05) were considered significant. 
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Chapter 4: Protocol Development 

4.1 Introduction 

The evaluation of gammaH2AX foci is quickly becoming the standard method to 

describe the biological response to a variety of external forces, especially IR. H2AX is a variant 

of the histone protein H2A. H2AX becomes phosphorylated for thousands of base-pairs at sites 

flanking a DNA DSB very quickly after damage is incurred. DSB are considered to be the most 

important DNA lesions when considering DNA damage as they are the most detrimental and 

hardest to repair. This phosphorylated form (gammaH2AX) can be detected by specific 

antibodies. H2AX phosphorylation is an attractive marker for DNA DSB as it has high sensitivity 

due to the natural expansion and amplification of the signal. However, gammaH2AX is only 

surrogate marker for DSBs as it detects an early step in the DNA damage response not the 

breaks directly.  

Analysis of the biological changes after low doses of IR is very limited due to the 

requirement for extreme sensitivity. Using 50DSB/human cell/Gy, it can be estimated that 

20mGy is required to achieve an average of 1DSB/human cell. 1mGy will induce an average of 

1DSB/20 human cells. Thus, gammaH2AX foci evaluation has superseded most other assays in 

assessing the biological response to low doses of IR due to its excellent sensitivity. However, 

the characterization of the biological changes resulting from doses of IR in the range of CT 

protocols is often limited to a few, if not a single, time point evaluated for gammaH2AX foci by 

fluorescent microscopy. Furthermore, sample handling practices often vary or are unreported, 

offering little standardization not only between studies but also between samples. Due to the 
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dynamic nature of cellular damage repair, it is clear that accurate and reproducible kinetic 

analysis is essential to properly assess the gammaH2AX response, especially at low doses.  

The goal of this work is to develop and evaluate a highly efficient technique that can be 

readily applied to kinetic analysis of DNA damage in patient blood samples for clinical 

application. Development of a rapid fixation technique of whole blood will provide precise 

kinetic analysis of biomarkers for DNA damage repair compared to standard handling and 

fixation techniques, especially at short time points. Current methods require blood samples to 

be separated before fixation (81-85) which may introduce artifacts and prolongs analysis time. 

Results may not reflect physiological cellular conditions at the time of extraction for cells are 

likely to activate damage repair or other mechanisms during the time lag. Additionally, samples 

are routinely incubated on ice or at room temperature for transport to laboratory facilities 

where the samples are processed. It is unknown what effects these practices have on the 

assessment of DNA damage or the artifacts that may be introduced. We have developed a 

method to examine whole blood without separation that offers rapid and standardized analysis. 

Here, the efficacy of the developed method’s fixation protocol is compared to standard fixation 

protocols. The analysis of the DNA damage response after IR following standard practices for 

sample handling is explored to understand the effects of these practices on biological 

endpoints. 

Additionally, this work provides fundamental analysis for further in vitro and in vivo 

experiments 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Protocol Design 
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For analysis of either white blood cells (WBCs) extracted from whole blood, or cell lines 

following irradiation, fixation is an important step to ‘freeze’ cells at a given moment to 

characterize the temporal dynamics of cellular responses. Therefore, the fixation protocol and 

its timing should be swift and standardized to maximize accuracy and minimize variance in 

estimating the rapid DNA repair response.  The over-abundance of red blood cells (RBCs) in 

whole blood can affect reagent uptake and skew results, thus WBCs are isolated for assessment 

of DNA damage and other biological endpoints. It is standard practice to either physically 

separate WBCs with gradient medium or lyse RBCs with lysis buffer prior or fixation. As both 

these procedures take valuable time and can be rather unstandardized especially if samples 

need to be transported back to the laboratory before fixation, the aim of this work is to develop 

an alternative method to standardize the pre-analytical procedures as much as possible.  

Due to the relative sensitivity of RBCs to changes in osmolality, different volumes (0-

500uL) of standard fixation buffer (2.3% formaldehyde: 1:16 dilution of 37% formaldehyde 

solution stabilized with methanol in ddH20) was added to 100uL samples of whole blood, to 

determine if it would successfully lyse RBCs and fix WBCs simultaneously, and if so what volume 

would be required for adequate lysis. After addition of fixation buffer, samples were mixed by 

pipetting and incubated on ice for 20min. Samples were centrifuged at 500g for 5 min and the 

supernatant was discarded. 600uL of 2% SDS was added to the remaining pellet to lyse any 

remaining RBC and mixed by inversion. 100uL samples were aliquoted into each of four 

separate wells of a 96well clear bottom plate and analyzed for absorbance at 541, 555, 577nm 

to score the amount of hemoglobin left in the sample after fixation and provide an estimate of 

un-lysed cells remaining in the sample. Four samples of2% SDS were included for comparison. 
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Averaged blank absorbance values were subtracted from each sample absorbance reading for 

each wavelength tested. Sample absorbance readings were then averaged and presented with 

the standard deviation. Once successful lysis and fixation was established, standard wash 

procedures were followed. Samples were washed twice – with three times the amount of 

fixation buffer – with wash buffer (1% BSA-PBS). 300uL of fixation buffer was selected for 

further whole blood fixation experiments. 

4.2.2 Adaptation of Fixation Protocol for Cell Lines 

For standardization across experiments, the rapid fixation protocol (RFP) described 

above was adapted for use with cultured cell line samples. Cells were first harvested by 

centrifugation and aliquoted into treatment tubes at a cellular concentration of 2,000 cells/uL 

to mimic the peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) concentration in the blood (1,000-

2,000cells/uL). For fixation, 100uL of cells were added to 200uL of ice-cold fixation buffer, 

mixed and incubated on ice for 20 min. Samples were washed twice with wash buffer as before 

(with three times the amount of fixation buffer). As RBC lysis is unnecessary in culture cell line 

samples, a reduced volume of fixation buffer was still provided an environment of excess 

buffer, but reduced the amount of reagents required.  

4.2.3 Standard Fixation Protocol for Cultured Cell Line Samples or Isolated PBMCs 

In the standard fixation protocol (SFP), cells are centrifuged after treatment at 250g for 

5 min. Supernatant is discarded and 50uL of ice-cold fixation buffer is added per 105cells, mixed 

and incubated on ice for 20min. Samples were washed twice – with three times the amount of 

fixation buffer – with wash buffer. Results from cell-line analysis indicated that fixation using 

50uL per 105cells may not be as complete as using 100uL per 105cells. For a more similar 
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comparison we altered the protocol for whole blood samples so cells fixed by the standard 

fixation protocol received 200uL of fixation buffer per 2x105cells. 

4.2.4 Standard Lymphocyte Isolation from Whole Blood Samples 

Blood was separated using standard gradient separation. Briefly, blood samples were 

diluted 1:1 with PBS and gently layered on to Ficoll-Paque Premium (GE Healthcare Life 

Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and centrifuged at 500g for 30 min at room temperature (22-

25°C) to maintain integrity of gradient separation medium. The interface was collected, washed 

twice with media and centrifuged at 500g for 10min to attain PBMCs. 

4.2.5 Trypan Blue Staining 

To investigate any adverse effects the greater amount of fixation buffer used in the RFP 

may have on further analysis, membrane integrity of fixed and non-fixed cells was evaluated by 

trypan blue staining. Cultured lymphocytes were fixed using the RFP. Two samples were treated 

with PBS to serve as non-fixed controls; one sample was kept at 37°C and one sample was kept 

on ice for the same time as the fixed sample. Since cells are incubated on ice during the fixation 

process a sample of non-fixed cells was kept on ice to control for any effects due to ice-cold 

incubation. Samples were diluted 1:1 with trypan blue reagent and the numbers of unstained 

and stained cells were enumerated to assess membrane integrity. The average value of intact 

cells after each treatment from three independent experiments is reported with the standard 

error of the mean (SEM). 

4.2.6 Cellular Metabolism 

The CellTiter-Glo® assay (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) was used to 

determine the effectiveness of the different fixation protocols to arrest metabolic activity. In 
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this assay, cells are exposed to a lytic solution, which reacts with any intact ATP to produce a 

bioluminescent signal that can be detected and measured by a luminometer. The amount of 

ATP present is an indicator of metabolic activity. Cultured lymphocytes were fixed by either the 

RFP or SFP. Non-fixed cultured lymphocytes treated with PBS were incubated on ice for the 

same amount of time as fixed sample. Whole blood samples were fixed by either the RFP or 

separated by standard separation and then fixed by the SFP. Non-fixed whole blood samples, 

treated with PBS, were incubated on ice for the same time as fixed samples. 70uL of each 

sample was aliquoted into four separate wells of a 96-well plate and allowed to equilibrate to 

room temperature. PBS or supernatant from fixed whole blood samples was used for blank 

samples for cultured lymphocytes of whole blood samples respectively. 70uL of room 

temperature CellTiter-Glo® reagent was added to each well. Plates were placed on an orbital 

shaker for 2 min and then incubated at room temperature for an additional 8 min. 

Luminescence was measured using a SpectraMax M5 plate reader with SoftMax Pro software 

(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, California, USA). Blank values were averaged and subtracted 

from treatment samples. Cellular concentration was recorded for each treatment and 

luminescence values were adjusted to account for differences in cell count.  The average values 

of three independent experiments are reported with the SEM. 

4.2.7 Irradiation Treatments 

The kinetics of the DNA damage response following IR were analyze to examine the 

effects of sample handling practices on the measurement of biological endpoints. Irradiations 

were performed with the RS320 Irradiation System described in the Material and Methods 

chapter. Cell culture or whole blood samples were irradiated to 1Gy with 150kVp at 20mA with 
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a dose rate of 0.72Gy/min. Samples were either fixed immediately using the developed RFP at 

1, 2, 3, 5 or 30 min following the start of irradiation (RFP samples) or placed on ice at the same 

times (ICE and ICE/RT samples) (Figure 4.1A). Samples were incubated on ice 

for 2 hr and then fixed using the RFP (ICE samples) or incubated at room temperature for and 

additional hour (ICE/RT samples) before fixation to mimic standard sample handling and 

preparation practices. Blood samples were diluted 1:1 with PBS for room temperature 

incubation (Figure 4.1B). Samples were then assessed for DNA damage by antibody staining for 

gammaH2AX. Additionally, cell culture samples were assessed at 15 min, 1 hr, 6 hr and 24 hr for 

more complete kinetic assessment. To minimize the effects of changes in background 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic of experimental design to compare sample handling practices. Cultured 
lymphocyte (A) or whole blood (B) samples were fixed immediately (IMM), after incubation on ice for 
2 hours (ICE), or after incubation on ice for 2 hours plus and additional hour at room temperature 
(ICE/RT) to simulate various handling practices following irradiation. Blood samples were diluted 1:1 
with PBS for room temperature incubation. Samples were then assessed for DNA damage by 
antibody staining for gH2AX. Additionally, cell culture samples were assessed at 15min, 1hr, 6hr and 
24hr. 
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fluorescence for flow cytometry non-irradiated control samples were included for each time 

point and each treatment for comparison with irradiated samples.   

To determine if flow cytometry would be acceptable for gammaH2AX analysis of low 

dose irradiations and correlate with microscopic analysis, cell culture samples were irradiated 

to 20, 40 and 170mGy and incubated at 37°C for 15 min. These samples were assessed by flow 

cytometry and fluorescent microscopy following antibody staining.  

4.2.8 gammaH2AX Foci Analysis 

To ensure samples could be analyzed by fluorescent microscopy using the RFP, we 

assessed gammaH2AX foci in cell culture samples after low dose IR exposure. For microscopy, 

cells were fixed using the RFP, aliquoted on to L-lysine coated cover slips and allowed to adhere 

for 15 min at room temperature. Samples were permeablized with 0.5% Triton X-100 for 5min, 

washed 3 x 5 min with PBS and blocked in 10%FBS-PBS for 1hr at room temperature.  Cover 

slips were incubated with anti-gammaH2AX primary antibody (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) for 

1 hr at room temperature, incubated with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 5 min, washed 3 x 5 min with 

PBS and blocked in 10%FBS-PBS for 1 hr at room temperature. Samples were then incubated 

with Alexa Fluor 488 anti-mouse secondary antibody (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for 45 min 

at room temperature, washed 3 times with PBS and mounted to slides with Vectashield 

containing DAPI. Cells were enumerated by fluorescent microscopy. Percent positive cells and 

foci per cell were calculated. Cells were scored as positive if nuclei contained 4 or more foci.  

Relative median fluorescence data from flow cytometry was correlated to foci per cell and 

percent positive cells data from fluorescent microscopy. The average values of three 

independent experiments are reported with the SEM. 
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4.2.9 Determination of Isolated Cell Populations from Fixed Blood Samples 

Isolated PBMCs and whole blood samples were fixed by the SFP or RFP respectively and 

samples were analyzed by flow cytometry using forward and side scatter gating to determine 

cell sub-populations. Average population percentage values of four independent experiments 

are reported with the SEM. 

4.2.10 gammaH2AX Analysis by Flow Cytometry 

Following fixation by the RFP and immunofluorescent staining for gammaH2AX as 

described in the Materials and Methods chapter, H2AX phosphorylation after IR exposure was 

assessed by flow cytometry to compare relative levels of measured DNA damage following 

different sample handling practices. Samples were analyzed on a BD LSRFortessa flow 

cytometer with FACSDIVA 6 software package. (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, 

New Jersey, USA). Forward and side scatter gating was used to isolate healthy cells and 20,000 

events were collected for each sample. The average median fluorescence from three 

independent experiments is reported with the SEM. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Immediate fixation effectively arrests cellular metabolism and preserves cell populations in 

whole blood without degrading cellular integrity 

Clearly, adding excess fixation buffer on the order of 200uL and above lyses most RBCs 

in a 100uL sample of whole blood as indicated by the dramatic drop in absorbance seen at all 

three wavelengths for hemoglobin (p>>0.001; Figure 4.2). Additionally, it was visually apparent 

that few RBCs remained in these samples as the pellets only contained a small amount of red 

coloration (200uL) or none at all (300 and 400uL) upon inspection. Samples receiving either 50 
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or 100uL both contained large pellets, clearly dominated by intact RBCs. As a driving purpose of 

this work is to develop an efficient assay for wide-spread clinical use, both empirical and 

logistical factors were taken in to account to select the appropriate amount of fixation buffer to 

be used in further analysis of whole blood. Due to the requirement of adding three times the 

amount of wash solution in subsequent steps, 300uL of fixation buffer was selected for further 

whole blood analysis. This amount adequately lyses RBCs and allows for the use of 1.5mL tubes 

which are easily attainable and useable in commonplace laboratory bench-top centrifuges.  

The addition of excess fixation solution (as opposed to the standard 50uL/105cells) does 

not interfere with membrane permeability to an extent that would affect permeabilization and 

antibody staining. The percentage of cells which exclude trypan blue stain following fixation – 

82.10 ± 5.67%  – is not significantly different from the percentage of non-fixed cells which 

exclude trypan blue stain after incubation at 37°C or on ice – 81.70% ± 9.28% and 85.97% ± 

 

Figure 4.2. Fixation buffer efficacy in red blood cell lysis. Different amounts of fixative were added 
per 100uL of whole blood. Supernatant was discarded and remaining red blood cells (RBCs) were 
lysed with 2%SDS. Intact RBCs remaining after initial fixation were quantified by measuring 
absorbance at 541, 555 and 577nm (Hemoglobin). A sharp decrease in absorbance was apparent 
following 200uL fixative. The right panel is an enlarged plot illustrating the fixation efficacy at the 
larger quantities of fixation buffer.  
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4.60% respectively (Table 4.1). Incubation on ice does not have a significant effect on stain 

exclusion in non-fixed cells. Comparison between cells fixed by the rapid fixation protocol (RFP) 

and non-fixed samples indicates that this fixation protocol does not significantly alter 

membrane integrity. 

Table 4.1. Intact cell following fixation 

Treatment  % Intact  

Non-Fixed Cells at 37°C   81.70% ± 9.28%  

Non-Fixed Cells on Ice   85.97% ± 4.60%  

Fixed Cells   82.10 ± 5.67%  

 

 

Figure 4.3. Effectiveness of the different fixation protocols to arrest metabolic activity of cultured 
lymphocytes. Samples were fixed by either the RFP (F) or SFP (FS). Non-fixed samples treated with 
PBS were incubated on ice (NF/NFS). Metabolic activity was measured using the Cell-Titer Glo® Assay 
for cellular viability. Cellular concentration was recorded for each treatment and luminescence 
values were adjusted to account for differences in cell count. ATP levels are dramatically reduced 
compared to non-fixed samples following both standard (p<0.01) and rapid fixation (p<0.001) 
protocols (A), indicating successful arrest of metabolism. Luminescence is reduced to a greater 
extent following the RFP (p<0.01) compared to the SFP (B). The average values of three independent 
experiments are reported with the SEM. 
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The ATP levels following both standard (FS) and rapid (F) fixation protocols in cultured 

lymphocytes are dramatically reduced compared to non-fixed samples (NFS/NF) (Figure 4.3A), 

indicating successful arrest of metabolism. However, metabolism is reduced to a greater extent 

following the RFP – F=0.15%  0.06% compared to FS=7.83%  1.22% by the SFP (p<0.01; Figure 

4.3B). Both fixation protocols also dramatically reduce luminescence (surrogate for cell viability) 

in whole blood samples compared to non-fixed samples (Figure 4.4A). Metabolism is reduced 

to a greater extent following the RFP – F=0.11%  0.13%, compared to FS=0.31%  0.10% after 

separation and SFP (p<0.05) – even following the addition of 200uL of fixation buffer (Figure 

4.4B). The reduction in luminescence seen in whole blood samples treated by standard gradient 

separation and fixation compared to cultured lymphocytes is likely due to the increase in 

fixation solution volume from 50uL to 200uL.  
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Only mononuclear cells, including lymphocytes (82.3%  1.8%) and monocytes (4.7%  

0.4%) were obtained following standard gradient separation of whole blood samples (Figure 4.5 

left panel). Whole blood fixation with the RFP yielded lymphocytes (28.1%  1.3%), monocytes 

(3.5%  0.4%) and granulocytes (55.9%  2.2%) (Figure 4.5 right panel).  

 

Figure 4.4. Effectiveness of the different fixation protocols to arrest metabolic activity of whole blood 
samples. Samples were fixed by either the RFP (F) or separated by standard separation and then 
fixed by the SFP (FS). Non-fixed samples treated with PBS were incubated on ice (NF/NFS). Metabolic 
activity was measured using the Cell-Titer Glo® Assay for cellular viability. Cellular concentration was 
recorded for each treatment and luminescence values were adjusted to account for differences in 
cell count. Luminescence is dramatically reduced compared to non-fixed samples following both 
standard (p<0.001) and rapid fixation (p<0.01) protocols (A). Luminescence is reduced to a greater 
extent following the rapid fixation protocol compared to separation and SFP (p<0.05) (B). The 
average values of three independent experiments are reported with the SEM. 
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4.3.2 Immediate fixation allows for sensitive kinetic analysis of DNA repair following ionizing 

radiation 

gammaH2AX foci detection (Figure 4.6A) and the clear dose response seen for both 

average foci per cell and percent positive cells (Figure 4.6B) demonstrates successful 

gammaH2AX analysis by fluorescent microscopy using the RFP. gammaH2AX levels show an 

average of 1.2 foci per cell and 12.0% positive cells in unirradiated samples and show a 

 

Figure 4.5. Determination of isolated cell populations from fixed blood samples. Isolated PBMCs (left 
panel) and whole blood (right panel) were fixed by the SFP or RFP respectively. Both samples were 
analyzed by flow cytometry using forward and side scatter gating to determine cell sub-populations. 
Average population percentage values of four independent experiments are reported with the SEM. 
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significant dose dependent increase to 2.6 (p<0.01), 3.6 (p<0.001) and 4.6 (p<0.001) foci per cell 

and 22.35% (p<0.05), 33.0% (p<0.01) and 50.3% (p<0.05) positive cells following 20, 40 and 

170mGy respectively (Figure 4.6B). The obvious dose response seen for gammaH2AX 

 

Figure 4.6. Comparison of gammaH2AX immunofluorescent analysis by flow cytometry and 
fluorescent microscopy. Cell culture samples were irradiated to 20, 40 and 170mGy and incubated at 
37°C for 15min, fixed by the RFP and assessed by flow cytometry and fluorescent microscopy. Cells 
were enumerated by fluorescent microscopy (A) and percent positive cells and foci per cell were 
calculated (B). Cells were scored as positive if nuclei contained 4 or more foci.  Cells were stained 

with DAPI (blue) to highlight the nucleus while distinct H2AX foci appear in green (FITC). H2AX 
median fluorescence was evaluated by flow cytometry and the relative median fluorescence was 

calculated (C). Analysis by flow cytometry shows a significant increase in H2AX fluorescence for all 
doses evaluated (p<0.05). Relative median fluorescence data from flow cytometry was correlated to 

foci per cell and percent positive cells data from fluorescent microscopy (D).  Relative H2AX 
fluorescence correlates well with both relative foci per cell (R2=0.9865) and relative percent positive 
cells (R2=0.99996) as measured by fluorescent microscopy. The average values of three independent 
experiments are reported with the SEM. 
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fluorescence indicates successful analysis of low dose irradiations by flow cytometry (Figure 

4.6C). Analysis by flow cytometry shows a significant increase in gammaH2AX fluorescence for 

all doses evaluated (p<0.05). Furthermore, relative gammaH2AX fluorescence correlates well 

with both relative foci per cell (R2=0.9865) and relative percent positive cells (R2=0.99996) as 

measured by fluorescent microscopy (Figure 4.6D). The strong correlation between flow 

cytometry and microscopy data and the demonstrated sensitivity indicates that flow cytometry 

is an acceptable method for quantifying gammaH2AX phosphorylation even at low doses of IR. 

Samples fixed with the RFP following IR, show a steep increase in relative gammaH2AX 

median fluorescence after short incubation times for both cultured lymphocytes (Figure 4.7A 

insert) and whole blood samples (Figure 4.7B). Even after 1 min (approximately 17 sec after the 

cessation of radiation), there is a significant increase in relative median fluorescence (p<0.001) 

for cultured lymphocytes. The increase in fluorescence for whole blood reaches a significance at 

2 min (p<0.001). For cultured lymphocytes, peak gammaH2AX signal is seen between 30 and 60 

min after irradiation. By 6 hr gammaH2AX fluorescence is reduced drastically but is still 

significantly higher than background levels (p<0.05). At 24 hr, gammaH2AX fluorescence returns 

to background levels. When plotted together it is clear that samples fixed following standard 

incubation practices show different H2AX phosphorylation patterns compared to those fixed 

immediately with the RFP for both cultured lymphocytes (Figure 4.7A) and whole blood (Figure 

4.7B). Cultured lymphocyte samples incubated on ice show similar results to those fixed 

immediately at short time points (1-15 min) (Figure 4.7A insert); however, at 30 and 60 min, 

relative gammaH2AX median fluorescence is lower and significantly so at 60 min (p<0.05). The 

peak gammaH2AX signal appears to be between 30 and 60 minutes after 
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Figure 4.7. Effects of sample handling on the DNA damage response. Cell culture (A) or whole blood 
samples (B) were irradiated to 1Gy and fixed immediately using the rapid fixation protocol (RFP) at 1, 
2, 3, 5 or 30min following the start of irradiation (IMM – closed circles) or placed on ice at the same 
times. Samples were incubated on ice for 2hr and then fixed using the RFP (ICE – closed squares) or 
incubated at room temperature for and additional hour (ICE/RT – closed triangles) before fixation to 
mimic standard handling practices. Additionally, cell culture samples were assessed at 15min, 1hr, 
6hr and 24hr.Samples were assessed for DNA damage by antibody staining for gammaH2AX 
Standard incubation practices alter the gammaH2AX phosphorylation patterns compared to 
immediate fixation for both cultured lymphocytes and whole blood. A significant difference in 
gammaH2AX profiles between immediate, ice and ice/room temperature treatments in cultured 
lymophocytes is seen (ANOVA p<0.001). Unirradiated samples incubated on ice for both cultured 
lymphocyte (C – left panel) and whole blood (C – right panel) show a significant decrease in median 
fluorescence compared to samples fixed immediately (p<0.05). The average median fluorescence 
from three independent experiments is reported with the SEM. 
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irradiation. By 6 hr gammaH2AX fluorescence is reduced drastically but is still significantly 

higher than background levels (p<0.02). At 24 hr, gammaH2AX fluorescence returns to 

background levels. Comparison between immediate and ice treatments by ANOVA indicates a 

significant difference in gammaH2AX profiles (p<0.001). Whole blood samples incubated on ice 

show similar results to those fixed immediately at all measured time points. While at 30 min, 

the relative gammaH2AX fluorescence is higher for whole blood samples incubated on ice, this 

difference is not significant (Figure 4.7B). Interestingly, unirradiated samples incubated on ice 

for both cultured lymphocyte and whole blood show a significant decrease (p<0.05) in median 

fluorescence compared to samples fixed immediately (Figure 4.7C). Cultured lymphocyte 

samples incubated an additional hour at room temperature to mimic the time delay and 

temperature conditions of gradient separation show an increase in relative gammaH2AX 

median fluorescence at early time points (1-5 min) compared to those fixed immediately 

following irradiation (Figure 4.7A insert). Room temperature incubation increased fluorescence 

significantly at 1-3 min (p<0.05). At 30 and 60 min, relative gammaH2AX median fluorescence is 

lower, significantly at 60 min (p<0.01). Peak gammaH2AX signal is seen between 30 and 60 min 

after irradiation. By 6 hr, gammaH2AX fluorescence is reduced drastically but is still significantly 

higher than background levels (p<0.05). At 24 hr, gammaH2AX fluorescence returns to 

background levels. For whole blood samples, room temperature incubation increased 

fluorescence significantly at all time-points (p<0.02) (Figure 4.7B). 

4.4 Conclusions 

When investigating DNA damage repair – which is dynamic in nature – timing is 

essential. A single snapshot in time fails to provide insight into the total amount of damage 
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incurred or the rate at which damage is detected and repaired. If biological dose is to be 

estimated to assess possible risk from radio-diagnostic procedures, these factors have to be 

taken into account. The results presented here show peak gammaH2AX signal to be between 30 

and 60 min following irradiation with 1Gy. Previously, peak H2AX phosphorylation has been 

seen as quickly as 3min but also as late as 60 (86-89). Differences in irradiation time (which can 

be on the order of tens of minutes (87) and fixation protocols may account for these 

discrepancies as well as inherent cell-line characteristics. As indicated  here as well as by others 

(86, 89-91), H2AX phosphorylation is initiated rapidly following irradiation, thus lengthy 

irradiations, sample handling and fixation procedures may alter the perceived time of maximum 

signal. Additionally, gammaH2AX foci intensity may follow slower kinetics compared to physical 

foci formation as the number of H2AX molecules that are phosphorylated increases over time if 

DSBs are unrepaired (89). Comparison of different treatment protocols and sample handling 

indicates that whole blood samples are especially sensitive to changes in the environment and 

thus, it is important to control variables which may have unrelated effects on biological 

endpoints. 

The overall shape of the curves for cultured lymphocytes and whole blood samples are 

similar. However, it appears that damage detection and repair happen faster in whole blood as 

indicated by the steeper initial increase in gammaH2AX signal. The relative median fluorescence 

levels for blood samples are higher than for cultured cells line samples. Fresh WBCs from whole 

blood may be more radiation sensitive than cultured lymphocytes, or background levels of 

gammaH2AX may be higher for cultured immortalized lymphocytes than for blood 

lymphocytes, minimizing the measured effect of radiation on overall gammaH2AX levels. 
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Samples incubated on ice after incubation at 37°C show similar gammaH2AX profiles to 

those fixed immediately following 37°C incubation at short time-points (1-15 min), but show 

significant differences in peak signal, namely, incubation on ice lowers peak gammaH2AX signal. 

It is possible that multiple mechanisms are activated following IR exposure and some are more 

temperature sensitive than others. Mechanisms activated within the first 15 min appear to be 

arrested by ice-cold temperatures. However, mechanisms activated after 15 min appear to be 

less sensitive to ice-cold temperatures and may continue to either process the DSB themselves, 

or affect the phosphorylation of H2AX in some way unrelated to the repair process. We have 

also shown that incubation on ice significantly lowers gammaH2AX signal in unirradiated 

control samples. This result may explain a recent finding that MRI may induce gammaH2AX foci 

formation (92). The researchers in this study use the same standard separation method 

mentioned above with no discussion of sample handling prior to analysis. Control samples are 

most likely kept on ice until treatment samples are ready. The apparent increase in 

gammaH2AX signal in samples taken after cardiac MR (CMR) exams may in fact be a reduction 

in background signal due to the longer incubation on ice, rather than an increase in signal after 

CMR. Incubation at room temperature following incubation on ice has a dramatic effect on 

H2AX phosphorylation and de-phosphorylation indicating that gradient separation of blood may 

not only affect cellular viability and function (93-97), but also allow for processing of DSBs to 

occur during this unmeasured time before fixation. Furthermore, some studies separate blood 

samples at 37°C (81-84, 98, 99). If samples continue to process DSBs at room temperature it is 

likely that they will continue to process damage at 37°C and possibly to a greater extent. 

Continuation of the repair processes during these incubations may mislead conclusions about 
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repair kinetics. The higher peak signal observed when using the RFP indicates greater sensitivity 

which affords the opportunity to examine DNA damage at dose levels below 100mGy with flow 

cytometry, especially with whole blood samples, which show greater overall gammaH2AX 

signal. Successful examination of these dose levels provides the ability to assess DNA damage 

following CT studies in vivo with the added benefit of utilizing flow cytometry for analysis, 

which was previously only used for doses above 100mGy due to lack of sensitivity (89).  

Our rapid fixation protocol has features that make it superior to the standard practice 

for isolation and fixation of whole blood as well as cell culture samples. Membrane integrity is 

preserved to the same extent of unfixed cells, and not only does the RFP adequately arrest 

cellular metabolism, it arrests metabolism more fully than the standard fixation protocol. 

Sample processing by this method allows for immunofluorescent analysis by both microscopy 

and flow cytometry and offers sensitive assessment of samples irradiated with a range of doses 

of IR. The RFP provides for the analysis of a population of cells (granulocytes) previously 

excluded from analysis of whole blood. Although granulocytes are typically excluded from DNA 

repair kinetics, inclusion of this cell population for assessment of other biological endpoints 

could prove useful.  

Due to logistics with standard fixation protocols, blood samples are stored at various 

temperatures for various lengths of time after irradiation and procurement. Therefore a data 

point labeled as “10 minutes post-irradiation” may have come from a sample that incubated on 

ice for 5 minutes and was separated at room temperature for 30 minutes or from a sample that 

incubated for 180 minutes on ice and then was separated at 37°C for 30 minutes. Our data 

raises the question, whether these manipulations perturb accurate measurement of the cellular 
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response at physiological conditions. While it may not be feasible under certain circumstances 

to analyze samples immediately after collection, it is important to understand the 

consequences of such standard practices and how they affect experimental outcomes 

especially when used for patient analysis. The interest in using biological markers for 

personalized medicine and clinical diagnostics is growing. To ensure these methods are utilized 

appropriately it is imperative that the effects of sample handling are minimized. The RFP 

developed here offers kinetic analysis of H2AX phosphorylation in a practically unperturbed cell 

system prior to fixation, especially at early time points. Most notably, this protocol eliminates 

the requirement of cellular separation as well as the need for laboratory equipment for fixation, 

other than a pipette. Additionally, once fixed and washed, samples can be frozen for storage or 

transportation. Furthermore, a single sample requires only 300uL of blood for triplicate 

samples, compared to 6mL needed for current separation techniques. Thus, immediate fixation 

at the patient site provides convenience, time-savings, resource reduction and more 

importantly, analysis of a virtually unperturbed cell system, allowing sensitive damage 

assessment. 
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Chapter 5: In vitro Characterization of the DNA Damage Response 

5.1 Introduction 

Unlike radiation therapy, where specific deterministic effects of IR have been 

characterized (100), the lack of scientific evidence for specific biological mechanisms in 

response to low doses of IR makes defining risk especially imprecise. Furthermore, the 

relationship between physical and biological dose following IR is especially unclear for low dose 

modalities such as CT (101-104). It is essential to define the biological mechanisms of damage 

and repair of low doses of IR to assess its risks and avoid potential adverse health effects. 

 Current methods for accessing the biological damage of ionizing radiation at diagnostic 

radiology dose levels have significant variability in both methodology and results (105), and fail 

to examine irradiation schemes similar to those experienced in many CT exams (106). Instead of 

a single exposure, many CT exams are comprised of series of scans separated on the order of 

minutes. Each scan can range from extremely small doses such as CT projection radiographs 

(0.2 to 1.0mGy) (107) and pre-injection, contrast monitoring scans (1-3mGy) to scans in the 

range of 6-100mGy. Not only are the biological consequences of these relatively low dose 

exposures still unclear, but whether doses within an exam protocol are simply additive remains 

to be determined. Moreover, the dynamic nature of DNA double strand break repair suggests 

that kinetic analysis may be required for different irradiation protocols. Here, the differences in 

DNA damage repair kinetics between dose levels are characterized and the effects of short-

interval fractionated low-dose irradiation (multi-pass) schemes on phosphorylation of H2AX are 

examined.  Additionally, the effects of two different classes of radio-protective agents on H2AX 

phosphorylation at different dose levels and radiation schemes are characterized.  
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Understanding the biological response at low dose levels will create a deeper 

appreciation of the unique risks involved in diagnostic radiology procedures, better characterize 

the possible role of external agents in protection against radiation damage and offer a more 

thorough understanding of the safety for diagnostic radiology. 

5.2 Materials and Methods  

5.2.1 gammaH2AX Dose-Response Kinetics 

To establish baseline dose-response kinetics of DNA repair, both cell culture and whole 

blood samples were irradiated with the RS320 irradiator to doses ranging from 50-1000mGy 

(50, 100, 500, 1000mGy) and incubated in a 37°C water bath for 5 min-24 hr (5, 15, 30, 60 min, 

2, 6, 24 hr).  Whole blood samples degraded when kept at 37°C for longer than 2 hr, making a 

24 hr time point unfeasible, thus a shorter kinetic curve was generated for whole blood samples 

(5, 15, 30, 60 min, 2 hr).  

5.2.2 Assay Sensitivity 

Once baseline kinetics were established, assay sensitivity at 30 min was tested by 

irradiating whole blood samples to doses as low as 2 mGy (2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 40mGy) using a CT 

scanner as described in the Materials and Methods chapter.  

5.2.3 Multi-Fraction Low Dose Irradiations 

To better understand the damage kinetics induced by typical clinical CT protocols which 

often include several scans separated in time, ESW-WT3 lymphocytes were exposed to 20, 40, 

or 60mGy in 20mGy fractionated exposures separated by two minutes or as single exposures. 

Samples were analyzed at 15-60 min and 24 hr after IR exposure. To account for any possible 

differences in repair kinetics during the fractionation periods, two timing schemes were 
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employed: one where time points were measured from the start of radiation exposure (MPS) 

and a second where time points were measured from the end of radiation exposure (MPE). 

Additionally, to investigate if the response patterns observed with 20mGy fractions could be 

extended to fractions with higher doses samples were irradiated with the following schemes: 

two 40mGy doses separated by two minutes with an equivalent 80mGy single dose control or 

two 60mGy doses separated by two minutes with an equivalent 120mGy single dose control. 

These samples were evaluated at 30 min after IR exposure based on the differential response 

seen for 20mGy fractions. 

5.2.4 Sample fixation 

Irradiated samples were fixed immediately following incubation, as described previously 

(6), to ensure analysis as close to physiological conditions as possible. Following fixation and 

washing samples were stained for immunofluorescent analysis immediately.  

5.2.5 Immunofluorescent Analysis 

Following immunofluorescent staining for gammaH2AX as described in the Materials 

and Methods chapter, H2AX phosphorylation after IR exposure was assessed by flow cytometry 

to measure the biological response to IR. Samples were analyzed on a BD LSRFortessa flow 

cytometer with FACSDIVA 6 software package. (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, 

New Jersey, USA). Forward and side scatter gating was used to isolate healthy cells and 20,000 

events were collected for each sample. Average median fluorescence normalized to non-

irradiated controls was determined from three independent experiments and reported with the 

standard error of the mean (SEM).  

5.2.6 Whole Genome Shotgun Sequencing (RNASeq) 
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 To characterize any differential gene transcription between low and high doses, total 

mRNA content was analyzed by RNASeq. Cultured ESW-WT3 lymphocytes were harvested, 

irradiated to 20 or 1000mGy and incubated at 37°C for 30 min or 6 hr. Non-irradiated control 

samples were included for each time point. Following incubation, 2x106 cells of each treatment 

were concentrated into 1mL ice cold PBS, centrifuged at 300g for 5 min and the supernatant 

discarded. Cells were lysed with 1mL TRIZOL reagent by repetitive pipetting, incubated at room 

temperature for 5 min then placed in a -20°C freezer until ready for RNA isolation and 

purification. Samples were thawed on ice and RNA extraction and purification was carried out 

with the RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Germantown, MD, USA Catalog No. 74104). Samples were 

placed in a -80°C freezer until ready for RNASeq analysis. Samples were thawed on ice and RNA 

concentration was quantified by NonoDrop. cDNA libraries were generated for each sample 

with the Illumina TrueSeq Stranded Total RNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, 

USA Catalog No. RS-122-2101). Once cDNA libraries were generated, a small amount of each 

sample was run on a 2% agarose gel to confirm quality and DNA concentration was quantified 

by both NanoDrop and Qubit analysis. Samples were then placed in a -80°C freezer until 

sequencing at the UCLA BSCRC Sequencing Core facility. Once available, sequencing data was 

analyzed using Microsoft Excel. Reads per kilobase per million (RPKM) values were generated 

for each probe and for each treatment by the following equation: RPKM = (Rx1E9)/NL, where R 

is the number of reads counted for each probe, N is the total number of reads for each 

treatment and L is the length of the specific probe. RPKM provides a normalization of the 

number of reads between different RNA species to remove biases due to preparation and 

sequencing between transcripts of different lengths. Probes were assigned to respective gene 
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labels. Probes 200kB or less in length were discarded as these are typically small RNAs for which 

this analysis is inadequate. Probes were selected only if at least one of the treatment RPKM 

values were equal to or greater than 2. Genes with differential transcription patterns were then 

selected based on a two-fold difference (increase or decrease) from baseline (non-irradiated) 

samples from the same time point. Two independent experiments were compared.  

5.2.7 Radio-protector Analysis 

Cultured lymphocytes were exposed to two different classes of agents known to alter 

the response to IR. N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) was added either 30 min prior to, or immediately 

following irradiation to a final concentration of 500uM. Tetracycline (TET) was added 3 hr prior 

to irradiation to a final concentration of 20uM. Samples were irradiated to 20mGy or 1Gy and 

incubated at 37°C for 15, 30 or 60 min and 24 hr as indicated and analyzed for gammaH2AX 

fluorescence as described above. Additional samples were irradiated to 60mGy either as single 

exposures or three fractions of 20mGy similar to previous multi-pass experiments at 60 min. 

Control samples treated with PBS were included for comparison.  

5.3 Results  

5.3.1 Both the kinetics and extent of H2AX phosphorylation are dose dependent   

H2AX phosphorylation and de-phosphorylation kinetics are dependent on the 

magnitude of the radiation dose delivered, as shown in Figures 1 and 3.  All doses show a steep 

increase in relative gammaH2AX median fluorescence after short incubation times for both 

cultured (Figure 5.1) and whole blood lymphocytes (Figure 5.3). For cultured lymphocytes, peak 

gammaH2AX signal is seen between 30 and 60 min after irradiation (Figure 5.1 insert). 

However, the signal from 500mGy and 1Gy irradiations appears to peak earlier than 100mGy. 
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50mGy shows a similar peak time to that of higher doses. After 2 hr, the gammaH2AX signal is 

reduced but is still higher than background levels and is reduced further at 6 hr. At 24 hr, 

gammaH2AX fluorescence returns to background or slightly above background levels.  

Damage induction and detection, measured by phosphorylation of H2AX, show a clear 

dose response, albeit different, at all time-points from 5 min-6 hr for ESW-WT3 lymphocytes 

(Figure 5.2).  The most linear response is at 30 min (R2=0.99995). For whole blood samples, 

peak gammaH2AX signal is seen between 15 and 60 min after irradiation. Signal after 500mGy 

 
Figure 5.1. Kinetic response to different dose levels in cultured human lymphocytes. Cell culture 
samples were irradiated to doses ranging from 50-1000mGy and incubated T 37°C for 5min-24hr. 
Peak gammaH2AX signal is seen between 30 and 60 minutes after irradiation. After 2hrs, 
gammaH2AX signal is reduced but is still higher than background levels (p<0.05) and is reduced 
further at 6hrs. At 24hrs, gammaH2AX fluorescence returns to background levels. 
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and 1Gy seem to peak earlier than both 50 and 100mGy which appear to peak at similar times 

between 30 and 60 min after irradiation.  

 

Similar to ESW-WT3 lymphocytes, whole blood lymphocytes show a clear dose response 

at all time-points evaluated (Figure 5.4) and this response ranges in linearity with the most 

linear occurring at 15 min (R2=0.9994). For both cultured and whole blood lymphocytes, 

divergence from a linear dose response is observed after peak H2AX phosphorylation. The 

absolute signals for whole blood lymphocytes were generally higher than that of ESW-WT3 

lymphocytes.  

 
Figure 5.2. Dose response at different time points (5min-2hr) in cultured human lymphocytes. 
Damage induction and detection, measured by phosphorylation of H2AX, show a clear dose response, 
albeit different, at all time-points from 5min-6hr for ESW-WT3 lymphocytes.  The most linear 
response is at 30 minutes (R2=0.99995). 
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Assay sensitivity for whole blood was tested at 30 min as this time point was close to 

peak signal as indicated by the previous kinetic analysis and deemed most feasible for future 

patient studies. Significant increase in gammaH2AX signal was observed after as little as 5mGy 

at 30 min (Figure 5.5A). Although, an increase was seen after 4mGy, this difference was not 

statistically significant.  This low-dose data correlates well with the quadratic curve fitted to the 

higher dose data from the same 30 min time-point (R2=0.9989) (Figure 5.5B).  

 
Figure 5.3. Kinetic response to different dose levels in whole blood lymphocytes. Whole blood 
samples were irradiated to doses ranging from 50-1000mGy and incubated at 37°C for 5min-2hr.  
Whole blood samples degraded when kept at 37°C longer than 2hr, making a 24hr time point 
unfeasible, thus a shorter kinetic curve was generated. Peak gammaH2AX signal is seen between 15 
and 60 minutes after irradiation. 
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Figure 5.4. Dose response at different time points in whole blood lymphocytes. Whole blood 
lymphocytes show a clear dose response, albeit different, at all time-points evaluated and this 
response ranges in linearity but reaches its most linear at 15 minutes (R2=0.9994). 
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Figure 5.5. gammaH2AX fluorescence analysis sensitivity in whole blood lymphocytes. A. Significant 
increase (p<0.05) in gammaH2AX signal was seen after a little as 5mGy at 30min. Although an 
increase was seen after 4mGy, this difference was not statistically significant. B. Low-dose data 
correlates well with the quadratic curve fitted to the higher dose data from the same 30min time-
point (solid line) – R2=0.9989, demonstrating an acceptable sensitivity down to 5mGy at 30 minutes. 
However, low dose data was collected using a Siemens Sensation 64-slice CT scanner at 120kVp which 
varies in IR energy and spectrum from the RS320 Irradiation System used for the higher dose 
irradiations. Inset shows blow-up of low dose region illustrated in (B). 
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5.3.2 RNASeq Analysis 

 There was little overlap in genes that met selection criteria between the two 

experiments. Of the three genes that did overlap, each showed different expression patterns 

between experiments. Due to the lack of overlap, each experiment was examined and 

presented individually. In the first experiment, 30 genes met the selection criteria, of which 12 

were up-regulated (Figure 5.6A) and 18 were down-regulated at 30min and/or 6hr (Figure 

5.6B). Complete results for the first experiment are reported in Table 5.1 (up-regulated) and 

Table 5.2 (down-regulated). One up-regulated gene is classified as a solely low-dose fast 

 
Figure 5.6. Differential regulation of RNA expression for experiment 1 (2012). Cultured lymphocytes 
were harvested, irradiated to 20 or 1000mGy and incubated at 37°C for 30min or 6hr. RNA transcripts 
were analyzed by RNASeq. Genes with differential transcription pattern were selected based on a 
two-fold increase or decrease from baseline (non-irradiated) samples from the same time point. Non-
irradiated control samples were included for each time point. 30 genes met the selection criteria, of 
which 12 were up-regulated and 18 were down-regulated at 30min and/or 6hr. 
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response gene (NOXO1) as it is up-regulated at 30 min for only 20mGy. 10 up-regulated genes 

are classified as solely slow response genes as these up-regulated at 6 hr for both 20mGy and 

1Gy. One gene is up-regulated at 30 min for 1Gy and remains up-regulated at 6hr for both 

20mGy and 1Gy (fxyd1). 16 down-regulated genes are classified as solely slow response genes 

as these are down-regulated at 6 hr for 20mGy and/or 1Gy. One of these genes is down-

regulated at 6 hr for both 20mGy and 1Gy (GRIA3). Two genes are down-regulated at 30 min for 

1Gy and remain down-regulated at 6hr.  

 
 
Figure 5.7. Differential regulation of RNA expression for experiment 2 (2013). Cultured lymphocytes 
were harvested, irradiated to 20 or 1000mGy and incubated at 37°C for 30min or 6hr. RNA transcripts 
were analyzed by RNASeq. Genes with differential transcription pattern were selected based on a 
two-fold increase or decrease from baseline (non-irradiated) samples from the same time point. Non-
irradiated control samples were included for each time point. 50 genes met the selection criteria, of 
which 31 were up-regulated and 19 were down-regulated at 30min and/or 6hr. 
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In the second experiment, 50 genes met the selection criteria, of which 31 were up-

regulated (Figure 5.7A) and 19 were down-regulated at 30 min and/or 6 hr (Figure 5.7B). 

Complete results for the second experiment are reported in Table 5.3 (up-regulated) and Table 

5.4 (down-regulated). One up-regulated gene is classified as a solely fast response gene as it is 

up-regulated at 30 min for 20mGy and/or 1Gy. 30 up-regulated genes are classified as solely 

slow response genes as these are up-regulated at 6hr for 20mGy and/or 1Gy. 4 of these genes 

are up-regulated at 6 hr for both 20mGy and 1Gy. Three down-regulated genes are classified as 

solely fast response genes as these are down-regulated at 30 min for 20mGy or 1Gy. 16 down-

regulated genes are classified as solely slow response genes as these are down-regulated at 30 

min for 20mGy and/or 1Gy. Two of these genes are down-regulated at 6 hr for both 20mGy and 

1Gy.   

 Due to the lack of consistency between experiments, the differences in RPKM values 

were investigated for the selected genes for each treatment from each experiment. The 

differences between the RPKM values from probes in the first experiment (2012) compared to 

the corresponding RPKM values from the second experiment (2013) are summarized in Table 

5.5. The differences between the RPKM values from probes in the second experiment (2013) 

compared to the corresponding RPKM values from the first experiment (2012) are summarized 

Table 5.5 Average %difference in baseline RPKM between 2012 and 2013 Experiments 

  
0Gy 30min 0Gy 6h 

20mGy 
30min 

20mGy 6h 1Gy 30min 1Gy 6h 

Average 326.10% 369.43% 173.88% 235.25% 70.61% 95.99% 

Stdev 970.05% 2306.08% 361.87% 1218.86% 125.63% 193.72% 

Min 1.44% 0.42% 1.98% 5.49% 5.28% 4.24% 

Max 4387.49% 18077.86% 1866.84% 9566.05% 999.72% 1524.31% 
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in Table 5.6. It is clear that there is little similarity in RPKM values between experiments. 

Additionally, in the second experiment, there was approximately twice the number of total 

reads (N) for each treatment indicating either a greater amount of RNA extracted, better 

purification or increased amplification.  

 Despite experimental irreproducibility, differential expression patterns within individual 

experiments revealed interesting results which may inform future investigation. In the first 

experiment, five transcripts were selected in which the associated proteins are implicated in 

either cancer induction or the oxidative stress response. Four and a half LIM domains 2 (FHL2) 

has both oncoprotein and tumor suppressor functions which are tissue-specific (108, 109). 

Additionally, FHL2 functions as a scaffolding protein integral to extracellular membrane 

assembly (110). This transcript is upregulated 2.4 fold after 1Gy at 6 hr and 1.5 fold after 

20mGy. Following a similar expression pattern, zinc finger protein 385A (ZNF385A) is 

unregulated 2.3 fold after 1Gy at 6 hr and 1.4 fold after 20mGy. This protein acts as 

transcription repressor, functions as a tumor suppressor and its inhibition has been linked to 

decreased overall survival in ovarian cancer (111, 112). Sestrin 1 (SESN1) is also upregulated 

after 1Gy at 6 hr by 2.0 fold and is upregulated after 20mGy to a lesser 1.5 fold and at 30 min 

rather than 6 hr. SESN1 is a p53 induced protein which is important in the DNA damage and 

Table 5.6 Average %difference in baseline RPKM between 2013 and 2012 Experiments 

  
0Gy 30min 0Gy 6h 

20mGy 
30min 

20mGy 6h 1Gy 30min 1Gy 6h 

Average 184.97% 257.79% 130.58% 203.01% 245.95% 374.68% 

Stdev 364.03% 406.20% 316.28% 259.32% 819.49% 993.26% 

Min 3.19% 7.40% 0.59% 2.29% 7.56% 2.57% 

Max 2472.52% 2619.39% 2450.38% 1303.28% 6611.70% 7861.82% 
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oxidative stress responses through growth inhibition and antioxidant mechanisms (113, 114). 

Interestingly, NADPH oxidase organizer 1 (NOXO1) presents a reverse dose response with a 2.6 

fold upregulation at 30 min after 20mGy but only a 1.6 fold upregulation at 30 min after 1Gy. 

NOXO1 is an important positive regulator of the NOX1 and NOX3 proteins which modulate the 

cellular oxidative state (115). Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2S (UBE2S) is downregulated by 

2.4 fold after 1Gy at 6 hr and shows now robust downregulation after 20mGy. This protein 

activates ubiquitin chain linkage and increased expression has been implicated in decreased 

overall cancer survival (116, 117).   

 In the second experiment, eight transcripts were investigated in which the associated 

proteins are involved in cancer induction, cell death, chromatin structure or the DDR. Histone 

cluster 4, H4 (HIST4H4) had the largest upregulation with a 6.6 and 6.8 fold increase at 6 hr 

after 20mGy and 1Gy respectively compared to non-irradiated samples. This protein forms the 

core histone H4, required for chromatin structure (118). Similarly serine palmitoyltransferase, 

long chain base subunit 1 (SPTLC1) is upregulated to a similar extent for both 20mGy and 1Gy at 

6 hr with 2.7 and 2.9 fold increases respectively. Inhibition of SPTLC1 (phosphorylation by the 

ABL protein) promotes cell survival, while activation promotes apoptosis (119). RAD52 motif 1 

(RDM1) presents upregulation at 6 hr of 2 fold after 1Gy and 1.5 fold after 20mGy. This protein 

contains a motifs found in the HR protein RAD52 and has been shown to recognize DNA 

distortions from DNA damaging agents like cisplatin. However, ablation of RDMI does not 

promote hypersensitivity to ionization radiation as it does for cisplatin (120). Caspase 1 

(CASP1), which is involved in apoptosis, exhibits 2.4 fold upregulation at 6 hr but only after 1Gy. 

No robust differential regulation is seen for 20mGy (121). Both histone cluster 1, H4b 
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(HIST1H4B) and CD9-coding transcripts display reverse dose response at 6 hr. HIST1H4B, 

another core histone protein, is upregulated 3.1 fold following 20mGy but only 1.8 fold after 

1Gy. Similarly, CD9 is upregulated 2.1 fold and 1.4 fold after 20mGy and 1Gy respectively at 6 

hr. CD9 is a cell surface glycoprotein, which may affect a variety of cellular processes including 

cancer cell motility and metastasis suppression (122). Interestingly, at 6hr, EGF-like-domain, 

multiple 7 (EGFL7) is upregulated by 2.0 fold after 20mGy but downregulated by 1.9 fold after 

1Gy. EGFL7 may regulate vasculogenesis and promote the proliferation of tumor cells (123-

125). Histone cluster 1, H2bh (HIST1H2BH) is downregulated after both 20mGy and 1Gy and at 

both 30 min and 6 hr. However, it is downregulated most substantially at 30 min after 20mGy, 

with a 2.1 fold decrease with a drop to 1.5 fold for 1Gy and similar decreases at 6 hr for both 

doses. HIST1H2BH is another core histone protein. 

5.3.3 Irradiation schemes similar to CT protocols alter the DNA damage response 

Multiple low dose irradiations separated on the order of minutes alter the biological 

response compared to single irradiations of the equivalent total dose in both murine tumor 

infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) (Figure 5.8A), and in the human wild-type lymphocyte cell line 

ESW-WT3 (Figure 5.8B). In both mouse and human cell lines, a linear, dose-dependent 

response of normalized gammaH2AX signal was observed for single doses of 20-60mGy. 

However, in cells exposed to multiple exposures of 20mGy, a significant decrease (P<0.05) in 

normalized gammaH2AX signal was observed compared to the signal from the single equivalent 

total dose. However, these experiments were performed at a single time-point (30 min post 

irradiation); additional time-points were necessary to determine if the reduction in signal was 

due to a time shift (delay or advancement) in repair kinetics. Figure 5.9A clearly demonstrates 
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Figure 5.8. Modulation of gammaH2AX response after quickly fractionated low doses (2min apart) 
mimicking CT protocol schemes in (A) mouse tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (Tils) and (B) cultured 
human lymphocytes. Cells were irradiated to 20-60mGy in 20mGy fractionated exposures separated 
by two minutes (open markers) or as a single exposure (closed diamonds). After IR exposure, samples 
were incubated in the dark at room temperature and analyzed at 30min. A linear, dose-dependent 
response of normalized gammaH2AX signal was observed for single exposures of 20-60mGy (solid 
line). In cells exposed to multiple exposures of 20mGy (dashed line), a significant decrease (P<0.05) in 
normalized gammaH2AX signal was observed compared to the single equivalent total dose. Linear 
regression shows excellent linearity for single exposures and mild linearity for fractionated exposures. 
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that the reduction in gammaH2AX signal seen after multiple low-dose irradiations is not solely 

due to a change in repair kinetics. The reduction in signal is only seen at the 30 min time-point, 

whereas at 15 and 60 min the normalized fluorescence is equivalent for both single and split-

Figure 5.9. Kinetic response to quickly fractionated low doses mimicking CT protocol schemes in 
cultured human lymphocytes. Cultured lymphocytes were irradiated to 20-60mGy in 20mGy 
fractionated exposures separated by two minutes (dashed lines) or as a single exposure (solid lines). 
After IR exposure, samples were incubated at 37°C for t 15-60min and analyzed for gammaH2AX. A. 
To account for possible differences in repair kinetics during the fractionation periods two timing 
schemes were employed: one where time points were assessed from the start of radiation exposure 
(MPS) and a second where time points were assessed from the end of radiation exposure (MPE). 
Reduction in signal is only seen at the 30min for both 40mGy and 60mGy irradiations (p<0.05). B. 
Averaged kinetic response to quickly fractionated low doses mimicking CT protocol schemes in 
cultured human lymphocytes. Due to the limited difference between experiments, MPS and MPE data 
was averaged to demonstrate the variation in response to single (solid lines) and fractionated doses 
(dashed lines). C. Comparison of relative gammaH2AX signal between multiple (white) and single 
(grey) fractions 24hr after quickly fractionated low doses of IR mimicking CT protocol schemes. Both 
single and multiple fractionation schemes return to background levels. 
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dose irradiations. Due to the limited difference between experiments, MPS and MPE data was 

averaged to demonstrate the overall variation in response to single and fractionated doses (Fig. 

5.9B). At 24 hr, gammaH2AX levels return to background levels for both single- and multiple-

fraction experiments (Fig 5.9C). Interestingly, at 30 min, where the dose response is 

exceptionally linear, the 40 and 60mGy data correlates well with the line fitted to the higher 

dose data (R2=0.976), while 20mGy falls below this line (Figure 5.10).  

 

Figure 5.10. Dose response at 30min in cultured human lymphocytes. At 30min, where the dose 
response is exceptionally linear, low dose data correlates well with the linear regression fitted to the 
higher dose data (solid line) - R2=0.976 (insert). However, 20mGy falls below this line which may 
indicate a difference in the biological response to doses below 40mGy. Using both high and low dose 
data results in a slight change in linear regression (dashed line) - R2=0.997 for all data. R2=0.987 for 
low dose data. 
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It has been suggested that there is a threshold dose, below which cells are unable to 

efficiently repair induced DNA DSB (126, 127). To establish if the phenomena above is observed 

only below a threshold dose, we conducted higher dose fractionated experiments. As seen in 

Fig. 5.11, multiple fractions of higher doses (still within the diagnostic radiology dose region) fail 

to produce the same reduction in signal compared to their single dose counterparts, which 

suggests that at least the initial dose must fall below a threshold to effect H2AX 

phosphorylation. 

5.3.4 Variable modulation of radio-protective action at different dose levels and dosing schemes 

 

Figure 5.11. Comparison of gammaH2AX relative signal between multiple (white) and single (grey) 
exposures of higher doses (still within the diagnostic radiology dose region) in cultured human 
lymphocytes. Samples were irradiated with the following fractionation schemes: two 40mGy doses 
separated by two minutes with an equivalent 80mGy single dose control or two 60mGy doses 
separated by two minutes with an equivalent 120mGy single dose control. These samples were 
evaluated at 30min at 37°C after IR exposure. Multiple fractions of higher doses fail to produce the 
same reduction in signal compared to their single dose counterparts. 
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 The antioxidant NAC reduces H2AX phosphorylation following 1Gy at 60 min when 

administered both before (9.0%; Figure 5.12A) and after (7.7%; Figure 5.12C) irradiation.  

Because its effect is observed even after irradiation, it is clear that NAC does not act solely by 

scavenging ROS from the initial IR treatment. Additionally, signal reduction is not seen at the 

earlier 30 min time point indicating a promotion of repair rather than a reduction in initial 

damage. Furthermore, signal reduction is only indicated at 60 min after 20mGy when NAC is 

administered post-IR (4.1%; Figure 5.12A-C). Because administration of NAC only affected 

20mGy when administered after irradiation at 60 min, it was this treatment that was used for 

multi-pass experiments. Interestingly, a robust reduction in H2AX phosphorylation is observed 

following 60mGy when given as a single dose (18.2%), whereas a much smaller, albeit 

significant, reduction is seen when 60mGy is given as three fractions of 20mGy separated by 

2min (5.9%) (Figure 5.12D).  

The antibiotic tetracycline reduces H2AX phosphorylation following 1Gy for all time 

points (15min – 6.7%; 30min – 35.6%; 60min – 46.8%; Figure 5.13A). Conversely, tetracycline 

increases H2AX phosphorylation at all time points following 20mGy (15min – 2.4%; 30min – 

3.2%; 60min – 1.3%; Figure 5.13A). For comparison to NAC treatment only the 60 min time 

point was investigated for multi-pass exposures. Interestingly, when 60mGy is given in three 

fractions of 20mGy a reduction in H2AX phosphorylation is observed (2.7%) following 

tetracycline treatment. Again, when 60mGy is given as three fractions of 20mGy, there is a 

decrease in H2AX phosphorylation compared to a single exposure as previously observed. 

However, tetracycline treatment for single exposure 60mGy appears to reduce H2AX 

phosphorylation to a similar level as the fractionated exposure indicating more effective 
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Figure 5.12. Effects of N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) on irradiated lymphocytes. NAC was added either 
30min prior to (A), or immediately following (B) irradiation to a final concentration of 500uM (C-F). 

Samples were irradiated to 20mGy or 1Gy and incubated at 37°C for 30 or 60 minutes as indicated 
and analyzed for gammaH2AX fluorescence. Additional samples were irradiated to 60mGy in single or 
three fractioned exposures and assessed at 60min. Control samples were treated with PBS. C. NAC 
has no significant effect at 30min. D. NAC reduced H2AX phosphorylation following 1Gy at 60min 
when administered before (9.0%) and after (7.7%) irradiation. E. Reduction is only seen at 20mGy 
when NAC is given after IR at 60min (4.1%). F. A robust reduction in H2AX phosphorylation is 
observed at 60mGy when given as a single dose (18.2%), whereas a much smaller albeit significant 
reduction is seen when 60mGy is given as three fractions of 20mGy separated by 2min (5.9%). 
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Figure 5.13. Effects of tetracycline (TET) on irradiated lymphocytes. Tetracycline (TET) was added 3hr 
prior to irradiation to a final concentration of 20uM.  A-B. Samples were irradiated to 20mGy or 1Gy 

and incubated at 37°C for 15, 30 or 60 minutes and analyzed for gammaH2AX fluorescence. B. 
Tetracycline reduces H2AX phosphorylation following 1Gy for all time points (15min–6.7%; 30min–
35.6%; 60min– 46.8%). Conversely, tetracycline increases H2AX phosphorylation at all time points 
following 20mGy (15min–2.4%; 30min–3.2%; 60min–1.3%). C. Additional samples were irradiated to 
60mGy in a single or three fractioned exposures and assessed at 60min. Control samples were treated 
with PBS. When 60mGy is given in three fractions of 20mGy a reduction in H2AX phosphorylation is 
seen (2.7%) following tetracycline treatment. Tetracycline treatment for single exposure 60mGy 
appears to reduce H2AX phosphorylation to a similar level as the fractionated exposure indicating 
more effective protection following single exposures (5.7%). 
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protection following single exposures (5.7%) (Figure 5.13B). Clearly, these two agents which 

have been shown to provide radio-protective action have different mechanisms not only of 

between each other but also at different dose levels.  

5.4 Conclusions 

For the first time, differences in repair kinetics that depend on the magnitude of doses 

for both cultured and whole blood lymphocytes are characterized. Samples irradiated with 

lower doses (≤100mGy) tend to demonstrate their peak response later than those irradiated 

with higher doses in terms of H2AX phosphorylation. These differences suggest distinct dose-

dependent mechanisms of response suggesting that multiple damage detection and repair 

mechanisms are activated after high doses whereas after low doses, fewer or different 

mechanisms are activated or the response is slower as the lower number of damaged sites is 

below what the cellular machinery can detect. It has been shown that H2AX continues to be 

phosphorylated if DNA DSBs remain unrepaired (128). Thus, it is plausible, according to our 

data that delay in damage repair leads to continued H2AX phosphorylation, altering the 

linearity of gammaH2AX signal seen at shorter time-points, making it appear that lower doses 

induce more damage at later time points. Therefore, the shape of the dose response depends 

greatly on the time at which it is observed in the repair process and should be taken into 

account when establishing low dose sensitivity.   

The human wild-type cell-line ESW-WT3 models whole blood lymphocytes in the assay 

developed here. The overall shapes of the curves for cultured and whole blood lymphocytes are 

similar. Whole blood lymphocytes appear to detect and repair damage faster than cultured 

lymphocytes as indicated by the steeper initial increase and faster time to peak in gammaH2AX 
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signal. The relative median fluorescence levels for blood samples are higher than for cultured 

cell line samples. Fresh whole blood lymphocytes may be more radiation sensitive than 

cultured lymphocytes, or background levels of gammaH2AX may be higher for cultured 

immortalized lymphocytes than for blood lymphocytes (128), minimizing the measured effect 

of radiation on overall gammaH2AX levels. Moreover, it is possible to use this assay to analyze 

patient samples receiving doses as low as 5mGy.  

Of particular interest is the difference in H2AX phosphorylation kinetics between single-

exposure and multiple-exposure samples. It appears that multi-pass CT protocols alter the 

biological response to DNA DSBs in vitro, with significantly reduced peak gammaH2AX signal 

when the same total dose is fractionated over a few minutes, rather than delivered as a single 

exposure. However, the biological significance of these effects is unclear. This phenomenon is 

only seen with 20mGy fractionated doses, not with the higher-dose fractions tested. In 

addition, the gammaH2AX kinetic curves for multiple 20mGy fractions appear similar in shape 

to the single exposure 20mGy curve which lacks a prominent peak at 30 min. Furthermore, a 

single dose of 20mGy does not follow the linearity seen at 30 min for doses of 40mGy and 

above; instead the signal for this dose is lower than expected. These results suggest that at 

doses up to 20mGy, (and possibly beyond 20, but certainly below 40mGy) a response is initiated 

for subsequent fractions such that H2AX phosphorylation is sub-additive to that of the 

individual fractions. Yet, multiple fractions of higher doses are additive, at least over a short 

time period. A decrease in gammaH2AX signal could indicate either a reduction in damage (i.e., 

enhanced repair) or a reduction in H2AX phosphorylation capacity. Unlike higher doses where 

unrepaired breaks continue to be phosphorylated until repair takes place, damage induced at 
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20mGy may not induce extensive phosphorylation. Factors which effect the phosphorylation 

H2AX may be activated at different dose levels; for example, TNF- is fully activated by at least 

50mGy and has been shown to control ATM signaling, but ATM is not fully active until 500mGy. 

Whether this response is beneficial or detrimental in terms of carcinogenesis or other late 

effects of irradiation remains to be elucidated. Although the exact role of phosphorylation of 

gammaH2AX in DNA damage repair remains elusive, it is clear that it is an important step for 

efficient repair (129). Responses that affect repair efficiency have the potential to alter the risk 

of carcinogenesis and other late effects.  

The results presented in Figure 5.1 show the levels of gammaH2AX return to control 

values by 24 hr after irradiation with single exposure doses equal to or below 100mGy, whereas 

those for 500mGy and above are still slightly, but not significantly above controls. Similarly, 

relative gammaH2AX levels returned to control values by 24 hr (Fig. 7C) after both single and 

split-exposure low dose experiments indicating completion of damage repair on a similar time 

scale. Although complete repair is indicated by the return of gammaH2AX to background levels 

at 24 hr, repair is not necessarily faithful. Taken together with the possibility of an altered H2AX 

phosphorylation response, the effects of split-dose irradiations could have marked implications 

for clinical CT examinations, especially for protocols that involve multiple scans of the same 

anatomic area. Examples would include scans such as pre- and post-contrast scans, 2- or 3-

phase liver exams and others which use a time delay between scans to investigate different 

contrast enhancement phases. Future research is necessary to determine the consequences of 

this split-low-dose phenomenon, which would lead to a better understanding of the effects of 

these protocols on risk and may ultimately be exploited to mitigate patient risk.    
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The results from radio-protective agents reveal differential modulation of the DDR. 

Because NAC has the capacity to decrease H2AX when administered before and after IR, 

scavenging of initial radiation-induced ROS near DNA is unlikely to be the sole contributor to 

radio-protective effects. In order to scavenge ROS, which are directly detrimental to DNA, NAC 

would need to be within the nucleus. Transport from the cytoplasm to inside the nuclear 

envelop is highly regulated making it improbable that NAC would be available for large-scale 

scavenging. Taken together these results indicate another mechanism of action by NAC besides 

ROS scavenging at the site of potential DNA breaks. ROS scavenging in extracellular or 

cytoplasmic spaces however, could potentially modulate the activation of other response 

factors along with other mechanisms. Alternatively, NAC has been shown to induce 

regeneration of the endogenous scavenger glutathione by providing an essential cysteine 

residue and regulate apoptosis through the formation of inactive adducts, independent of 

antioxidant activity (130). The decrease in H2AX phosphorylation after 20mGy only when NAC is 

administered following IR is surprising. However, if NAC has the ability to form inactive adducts 

the addition of NAC before IR may keep some pathway from being initiated, whereas if 

administered after IR would allow mechanisms to be initiated and downstream events to occur 

leading to a reduction of H2AX phosphorylation. At 20mGy, administration of NAC before 

irradiation could be inhibiting one of the few pathways available but after 1Gy mechanisms are 

not so limited.  

To explore how the radio-protective potential may be modulated by the split-dose 

phenomenon described earlier, samples were exposed to radio-protectors and assessed for 

H2AX phosphorylation. Because the NAC-induced effect was only observed when administered 
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following exposure to low doses of IR at 60min, it was this treatment and time point that was 

investigated. Clearly, the action of NAC is more dramatic when 60mGy is given as a single dose. 

Reduction in H2AX phosphorylation after 20mGy appears not to be as robust and when 60mGy 

is given as multiple doses of 20mGy, the final reduction in signal is similar that of 20mGy alone 

and that seen after 1Gy. It is possible that the response to lower doses of IR is more dependent 

on ROS regulation as suggested by the differential expression of NOXO1 from our RNAseq data 

but that below a certain dose, the activation of repair factors may not be as robust to 

effectively repair damage. Because multiple exposures of 20mGy fail to show the dramatic 

reduction in H2AX phosphorylation seen for a single dose of 60mGy and exhibit a response 

which is more similar to a repetition of the 20mGy response, it is clear that there are distinct 

responses at these different dose levels. At 60mGy (delivered as a single dose), repair factors 

not available at 20mGy may be activated and in combination with the effects of NAC and 

because the amount of damage is relatively small, repair capacity and efficiency is greatly 

enhanced. However, at 1Gy where DNA damage is more significant, repair factors are active but 

have an excess of repair to perform, possibly of greater complexity. Addition of NAC may aid in 

promoting repair but have a significantly reduced effect due to the more overwhelming effect 

of DNA damage.   

The gammaH2AX profiles for tetracycline treatment were unexpected, namely the 

increase in signal following 20mGy rather than a decrease. Tetracycline has been shown to 

activate both ATM and DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs) (131) which 

are responsible for H2AX phosphorylation (132). Tetracycline may promote enhanced H2AX 

phosphorylation at 20mGy but, as suggested in the response to NAC, activation of other repair 
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factors involved in completion of break repair may lag and thus H2AX remains phosphorylated 

even at later time points. An increase in H2AX levels, especially if found to be deficient at low 

doses, could induce more efficient repair. Tetracycline activation of Tip60 promotes chromatin 

relaxation at the site of damage as well as repair factor activation (131, 133), which may also 

allow access to repair factors and further promote increased phosphorylation of H2AX to levels 

more consistent with higher dose levels. The similarity in H2AX phosphorylation following 

60mGy given as both a single dose and as multiple doses of 20mGy, suggests that tetracycline 

promotes the resolution of damage to a similar extent regardless of the exposure scheme. 

Taken together with the increase in H2AX phosphorylation observed at 20mGy alone, these 

results indicate that tetracycline not only promotes more efficient phosphorylation of H2AX but 

also the modulation of some repair mechanism which is unavailable at 20mGy but becomes so 

at higher doses regardless of the dosing scheme. Thus the mechanism(s) modulated by 

tetracycline differ from those affected by NAC. The incredible decrease in H2AX 

phosphorylation after 1Gy with tetracycline treatment substantiates a multi-potent mechanism 

of action as the response is not nearly as limited when the amount of damage is more severe as 

seen with NAC treatment.   

The different responses to these two classes of radio-protectors suggest important roles 

of ROS signaling (not only scavenging) and chromatin structure following IR exposure. The role 

of ROS signaling seems to be dose-dependent but may also be affected by DDR factor 

activation. Chromatin structure appears to be a critical element in DNA repair, which may be 

deficient at lower doses. Importantly, these experiments provide further evidence of 
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differential modulation of the biological response to low doses and dosing schemes similar to 

those experienced in CT examinations demonstrated previously in this study.  

Unfortunately, RNASeq analysis results indicate irreproducibility between replicate 

experiments. Because transformed cells were used, rather than primary cell line samples, it is 

possible that replication of data is difficult due to changes over the life time of different 

cultures. These two experiments were conducted over six months apart, and while lymphocyte 

samples were both healthy at the time of treatment, they were at different passage numbers 

which could affect expression outcomes. Moreover, these cells were actively progressing 

through the cell cycle, giving a population of cells in variable cell cycle stages. Additionally, 

appreciable changes in gene expression may be minimal at the doses investigated here and 

thus difficult to assess with the current selection criteria. However, despite the lack of 

reproducibility, each experiment indicated a few genes which warrant further investigation into 

their effects at different dose levels.  

In light of the discussed effects of antioxidants as radio-protectors, the differential 

expression of NOXO1 is of particular interest. NOXO1 is a membrane protein associated with 

the regulation of basal and stimulated levels of superoxide within the cellular and extracellular 

environment. ROS regulation has been implicated in cellular processes including signal 

transduction, cell proliferation and apoptosis. NOXO1 is upregulated early in both 20mGy and 

1Gy irradiated samples, but to a greater extent after 20mGy. Although future investigations are 

required to confirm this differential expression, it indicates an increased dependency on ROS 

regulation in the response to lower dose irradiations. The use of antioxidants as radio-
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protectors for low doses of IR may not be as straight forward as previously thought due to the 

possibility of disrupting critical cell signaling processes (134-137).  

Although SESN1 did not meet selection criteria for the second experiment, it was 

selected in the first experiment and presented a similar trend in the second at least for 1Gy 

treatment. SESN1 is a p53-induced protein implicated in antioxidant defense as well as the 

inhibition of cell growth in response to DNA damage. Upregulation of this gene is observed at 6 

hr after 1Gy irradiation.  A less robust upregulation is seen at 30 min after 20mGy irradiation 

indicating a possible dose and kinetic differential in cell cycle modulation and ROS response 

between low and high doses. It is possible that due to the multiple actions of SESN1, that each 

dose activates a distinct mechanism. If cells are more dependent of ROS regulation following 

low dose irradiations, SESN1 regulation of ROS may be the more important than cell cycle 

modulation. NOXO1 is also upregulated at the short time point, suggesting that the induction of 

an ROS response is initiated early in the response to DNA damage.  

CASP1 met the selection criteria in the second experiment, but was not one of the 

probes available for the first experiment. After both doses of IR, CASP1 was upregulated in a 

dose dependent manner. CASP1 has a role in apoptosis and activates interleukin-1 which is 

involved in inflammation, and wound healing. Although only after 1Gy did upregulation exceed 

the 2fold selection criteria, it was upregulated by a modest 1.4fold following 20mGy indicating 

that low doses of IR can still induce apoptotic signaling as well as other danger signals. Similar 

to SESN1, it is possible that different dose levels could promote differential effects of CASP1 

actions. For example, for low dose, inflammation and wound healing signaling may be 

promoted while at high doses apoptosis is the dominant mechanism.  
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Histone proteins take the brunt of damage under oxidative conditions surrounding DNA 

with approximately 50% of ROS quenched by histone proteins (115). Thus, the histone turnover 

presented in the differential expression of histone proteins following both doses of IR in the 

second RNASeq experiment suggests a DNA damage-independent response. In fact, HIST4H4 

shows a robust increase in expression at 6 hr following IR, where it is upregulated by over 6fold 

after both 20mGy and 1Gy demonstrating and independence from dose in the response to IR. It 

is possible that even low doses of IR trigger histone replacement in large swaths of the genome 

in response to partial histone oxidation and other forms of damage including single strand 

breaks, and base and nucleotide damage, regardless of the amount of DNA DSBs. As other 

forms of DNA still require highly orchestrated repair mechanisms involving chromatin 

restructuring, histone turnover may be an essential part of that repair process.  

By investigating the dose response to IR in conjunction with kinetic analysis, it is possible 

to discern differences in the biological response. The major difference between single and 

multiple low dose irradiations only occurs during a short window which could be overlooked if 

only a single time point was assessed. As the split-dose irradiations investigated here are more 

similar to those experienced during a CT examination, it is essential to understand why and how 

these differences occur. It is clear that ROS signaling and chromatin structure play and 

important role in the repair response but their relative importance at different dose levels must 

be more thoroughly investigated.  Additionally, the modulation of radiation protective action at 

different dose levels requires further investigation to determine the potential usefulness of 

these agents for diagnostic, therapeutic, occupational or un-planned emergency exposures.  
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Chapter 6: Patient Analysis 

6.1 Introduction 

As shown previously, the biological response to irradiation schemes similar to CT 

protocols with multiple exposures differs when the same total dose is delivered as a single 

exposure (138). Though the consequences on late effects and other related risks are unclear, 

these findings suggest that risk may be a function of not only total dose delivered, but also 

other contributing factors such as scan and patient parameters.  

Because it is impossible to directly measure the absorbed dose to a patient, the 

radiology community must rely on dose estimates such as the Computed Tomography Dose 

Index (CTDI) and Dose Length Product (DLP) (139-141). Many scanners report both the CTDIvol 

and DLP values for each scan within a single CT exam as well as the total values. CTDIvol 

represents the average radiation dose within a scan volume for a standardized phantom, while 

DLP is the CTDIvol multiplied by the scan length (142). These values are useful in comparing 

different CT protocols and for quality control purposes. However, a representation of scanner 

output with no consideration of patient parameters or dose delivery may not adequately 

describe the complex biological response to CT protocols (140).  

In an effort to better understand consequences of CT examinations at the cellular level, 

the previously developed rapid protocol is used for gammaH2AX analysis in whole blood to 

assess the biological response in patients after CT exams (143). Here, the complexity of the 

biological response to a variety of CT protocols and the relation to patient and CT exam 

parameters is described. While others have investigated gammaH2AX under similar 

circumstance, many have used techniques that question the validity of results (143). Without 
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the need for blood separation, our protocol allows for virtually immediate fixation of patient 

samples and thus precise kinetic analysis of the damage response.  

It is imperative that risk estimates be based not solely on epidemiological assumptions, 

but also on empirical evidence of biological repercussions, especially in the light of increasing 

radiation exposure due to medical examinations especially CT (144-146).  

6.2 Materials and Methods 

6.2.1 Patients, CT scan protocols and blood samples 

21 adult patients (11 male, 10 female, median age: 61 years, range: 32-79 years) 

undergoing a variety of clinically-indicated CT exams including contrast-enhanced cardiac CTA 

(CCTA) (n=6), or abdomen and pelvis (AP) (n=15) who met the inclusion/exclusion criteria (after 

signing the consent and HIPAA forms) were included. Exclusion criteria were 

allergy/anaphylactic reaction to iodinated contrast agents or previously experienced adverse 

reactions to non-ionic iodinated contrast material, patients with history of lymphoma or 

leukemia, radiation therapy or systemic chemotherapy within the last 6 months, and x-ray 

examination within the last 3 days, subjects unable to undergo clinically-indicated imaging 

study for any reason (i.e. renal failure, hyperthyroidism, etc.), unable to give informed consent.  

Three separate blood samples were collected under IRB approval for biological analysis. 

Antecubital vein blood was collected into K2 EDTA containing vials: 4mL of blood was taken 

before the CT exam (“pre”) and 2ml of blood was collected at 2 min and 30 min after the CT 

exam. For each patient, two samples of pre-exam blood were transferred into 1.5mL plastic 

tubes; one was positioned on the patient within the exam region and the second was kept at 

room temperature outside the examination room for ex vivo comparative analysis.  
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Four patient samples were excluded due to technical issues during collection and 

analysis (all AP patients). Samples from the remaining 17 patients (8 male, 9 female, median 

age: 62 years, range: 32-79 years) were analyzed for gammaH2AX fluorescence. 

6.2.2 Immunofluorescent Analysis for gammaH2AX 

Triplicate in vivo and ex vivo whole blood samples for each patient were fixed 

immediately after blood draw and stained for gammaH2AX as described previously and in the 

Materials and Methods chapter. Samples were analyzed on a BD FACSCaliber flow cytometer 

with CellQuestPro software package (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, New 

Jersey, USA). Forward and side scatter gating was used to segregate the lymphocyte cell 

population for analysis and 20,000 events were collected for each sample. Average median 

fluorescence was recorded for each time point and normalized to unirradiated control values.  

6.2.3 CT Dose Values 

For each patient, total DLP and CTDIvol values were obtained from the scanner digital 

output. Additionally, average values were calculated for these dose metrics. Total and average 

size specific dose estimate (SSDE) values were also calculated as described in the AAMP task 

group 204 report (147). Briefly, region/anatomy-specific CTDIvol values are multiplied by TG 204 

conversion factors (CF) to calculate SSDE. CF are based on a patient’s effective diameter (ED) 

calculated for each specific region/anatomy (separate ED was calculated for chest, abdomen, 

and pelvic for multi-scan examinations). ED = √(AP*LAT) where AP is the anterior-posterior 

distance of the patient and LAT is the lateral distance. For each calculated ED, a tabulated CF 

value was extracted from the AAPM Task Group 204 documentation. Total and average values 
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for CTDIvol for the ex vivo sample tube were calculated by summing the CTDIvol values for each 

image series for which the sample tube was visible in the corresponding images.  

6.2.4 CT protocol timing and average dose rate 

For each patient, the time each scan was performed within an exam was collected from 

the digital record of the exam in the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) 

image collected from the work station following an exam. Total exam time was calculated by 

subtracting the time of the last scan from the time of the first scan. To estimate how dose was 

delivered over the length of the exam, dose values were normalized to total scan time to give 

an averaged dose rate in dose/sec. This value does not represent true dose rate of the 

individual scans within an exam and is referred to as a quasi-dose rate.  

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Varying biological responses after irradiation in vivo 

As a population, no clear dose response in gammaH2AX phosphorylation is observed at 

2 min or 30 min after CT examination regardless of the dose metric used (Figure 6.1). It is 

possible that 2 min is insufficient time to observe any change in H2AX phosphorylation. 

However, it is unexpected that no dose response was observed at 30 min. To minimize variation 

in exam parameters, patients were grouped by exam type: Abdomen-Pelvis (AP) or Coronary CT 

Angiography (CCTA) exams. While total DLP values are significantly greater for AP than for CCTA 

exams (p<0.0001) (Figure 6.2A), this relationship is not reflected in relative H2AX 

phosphorylation levels. No significant difference in relative fluorescence at 2 or 30 min 

between exam types was observed. Individuals who received AP exams show an improved but 

mild dose response in relative gammaH2AX signal at 30 min (Figure 6.2B), indicating an 
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improved dose response with higher dose examinations. Again, no dose response was observed 

for either population at 2 min. To investigate the possibility of a dose-modulated response 

further, patients were categorized into lower and higher dose exams based on the median total 

DLP, regardless of protocol. The dose response for higher dose exams was again improved 

compared to the overall dose response and to a similar extent when patients were categorized 

 
Figure 6.1. Individual responses following CT examinations compare to dose metrics. Whole blood 
samples were collected under IRB approval for each patient before the CT exam, at 2 min and 30 min 
after the CT exam, fixed immediately after blood draw and stained for gammaH2AX. Average median 
fluorescence was recorded for each time point and normalized to unirradiated control values and 
reported. No clear dose response in gammaH2AX phosphorylation is observed at 2min or 30min 
after CT exam regardless of the dose metric – dose length product (DLP), CT dose index (CTDIvol), 
size specific dose estimate (SSDE). 
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by protocol alone (Figure 6.3A). Upon inspection of the individual scan dose magnitude and 

timing for the lower dose exams, it appears that they share similar protocols: many multiple 

exposures near or below 20mGy each. As illustrated in figure 6.3B, lower dose exams not only 

have significantly lower individual scan doses but also have significantly more scans within an 

exam. As described previously in Chapter 5, multiple-exposure irradiations have an altered 

repair response compared to single exposure irradiations. Furthermore, this phenomenon is 

only observed for exposures near 20mGy. Thus, the lower multi-scan examinations may be 

promoting a similar response to that demonstrated in vitro.  

 
Figure 6.2. Effect of examination protocol on patient response. To minimize variation in exam 
parameters, patients were grouped by exam type: Abdomen-Pelvis (A/P) or Coronary CT 
Angiography (CCTA) exams. A. Total DLP values are significantly greater for A/P than for CCTA exams 
(p<0.0001). B. Individuals who received AP exams show an improved but mild dose response in 
relative gammaH2AX signal at 30min compared to the total population. No dose response was 
observed for either population at 2min. 
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When patient responses were examined individually, three biological response patterns 

are observed: (a) fast – gammaH2AX phosphorylation increased by 2 min and fell by 3 0min, (b) 

slow – gammaH2AX phosphorylation continued to increase to 30 min and (c) none – little 

change was observed or irradiated samples fell below controls (Figure 6.4A). Total DLP values 

 
Figure 6.3. Effect of examination dose on patient response. Patients were categorized into lower and 
higher dose exams based on the median total DLP. A. The dose response for higher dose exams was 
improved compared to the overall dose response and to a similar extent when patients were 
categorized by protocol alone. B. Upon inspection of the individual scan dose magnitude and timing 
for the lower dose exams, it appears that they share similar protocols: many multiple exposures near 
or below 20mGy. Lower dose exams not only have significantly lower individual scan doses but also 
have significantly more scans within an exam. 
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were significantly higher for individuals exhibiting a slow response compared to those 

presenting a fast response (p<0.05) (Figure 6.4B), suggesting again, a dose-dependent 

modulation of the biological response to CT exams. This effect suggests distinct DNA damage 

responses depending on exam conditions that may not necessarily be reflected solely by dose 

metrics like DLP but rather how dose is delivered during an examination. 

6.3.2 Age is a significant factor in the biological response 

Multiple patient parameters were examined to determine which might affect the 

biological response to CT exams including patient size, age and gender.  As depicted in Figure 

6.5A, fast responding individuals are significantly younger than slow responding patients 

(p<0.05). If individuals who show no biological response are excluded from the population, a 

much clearer dose response is observed for young patients (≤61 years) at 30 min (R2=0.5), while 

 
Figure 6.4. Biological responses following CT examinations. A. Three biological response patterns are 
observed: (a) fast – gammaH2AX phosphorylation increased by 2min and fell by 30min, (b) slow – 
gammaH2AX phosphorylation continued to increase to 30min and (c) none – little change was 
observed or irradiated samples fell below controls. B. Total DLP values were significantly higher for 
individuals exhibiting a slow response compared to those presenting a fast response (p<0.05). 
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the older (>61 years) population still shows no dose response (Figure 6.5B). No dose response is 

observed for either population at 2 min. The young and old populations were defined based on 

the median age of the responding population (61 years). This age-related response suggests 

that the repair of DNA damage may be more rapid in a younger population and slower and 

more varied as the population ages.   

6.3.3 Dose rate affects the biological response 

 
Figure 6.5. Age-related response to CT examinations. A. Fast responding individuals are significantly 
younger than slow responding patients (p<0.05). B. If individuals who show no biological response 
are excluded from the population, a clearer dose response is observed for young patients at 30min 
(R2=0.5), while the older population shows no dose response.  
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Examination times vary considerably both between and within exam types. Total exam 

time from the first scout projection image to completion of the exam ranged from 3-38 min in 

our population (Figure 6.6A). Due to the dynamic nature of DNA damage repair, the time over 

which a certain dose was delivered was investigated for effects on the biological response to 

radiation. Patient response was compared to dose values normalized to total exam time 

(dose/sec). This value, quasi-dose rate, does not represent true dose rate of the individual scans 

within an exam, but rather an average value of how dose is delivered over the length of the 

exam. Patients exhibiting a fast response received exams with significantly smaller quasi-dose 

rate than patients presenting a slow response (p<0.05) (Figure 6.6B), suggesting that patient 

response may be related to scan timing within an exam protocol. 

6.3.4 Ex vivo and in vivo samples differ in biological response 

 
Figure 6.6. Dose delivery effects on the biological response to ionizing radiation. Total exam time 
was calculated by subtracting the time of the last scan from the time of the first scan. To estimate 
how dose was delivered over the length of the exam, dose values were normalized to total exam 
time to give an averaged dose rate in dose/sec. This value does not represent true dose rate of the 
individual scans within an exam. A. Total exam time from the first scout projection image to 
completion of the exam ranged from 3-38min. B. Patient response was compared to dose values 
normalized to total exam time (dose/sec). Patients exhibiting a fast response received exams with 
significantly smaller dose rate than patients presenting a slow response (p<0.05). 
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An aliquot of pre-exam patient blood was placed on each patient and irradiated 

simultaneously to provide a comparison of the response between ex vivo and in vivo samples. 

Interestingly, ex vivo samples differed in biological response in 4 out of 11 patients (36.4%) that 

exhibited a response in vivo. Furthermore, all 5 individuals that presented with no response in 

vivo exhibited either a slow (n=4) or fast (n=1) response ex vivo (Table 6.1). We compared 

calculated tube dose to patient dose (Figure 6.7A) (either CTDIvol or SSDE) and found that fast 

response patients have a significantly greater correlation between tube and patient dose than 

slow responders (CTDIvol p<0.05, SSDE p<0.01; Figure 6.7B). Receiving a smaller tube dose 

seems to shift the response to a slow response. It is interesting that this result is accentuated 

when a comparison is made to SSDE, which includes a consideration of patient size, signifying 

the importance of patient parameters in the individual biological response.  

 Table 6.1. In vivo and ex vivo responses 

Patient No. 
CT  

Protocol 
In Vivo 

Response 

Ex Vivo 
Response 

8 AP Slow None 

5 CCTA Fast None 

20 AP None Fast 

18 CCTA Fast Fast 

14 AP Fast Fast 

7 CCTA Slow Fast 

10 CCTA Slow Slow 

15 CCTA None Slow 

11 AP Slow Slow 

21 AP None Slow 

9 CCTA Fast Slow 

19 AP None Slow 

16 AP None Slow 

13 CCTA Fast Slow 

6 AP Fast Slow 

17 AP Slow Slow 
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Interestingly, unlike in vivo samples, age does not significantly affect the patient 

response ex vivo, suggesting an age-related systemic response to radiation that is not present if 

samples are irradiated outside the body.  

 

6.3.5 Putative radiosensitivity detection 

 
Figure 6.7. Relationship between ex vivo irradiated sample and biological response.  A. Calculated 
tube dose was compared to patient dose (either CTDIvol or SSDE). B. Fast response patients have a 
significantly greater correlation between tube and patient dose than slow responders (CTDIvol 
p<0.05, SSDE p<0.01). Receiving a smaller tube dose seems to shift the response to a slow response. 
This result is accentuated when a comparison is made to SSDE, which includes a consideration of 
patient size, signifying the importance of patient parameters in the individual biological response. 
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Upon examination of individual levels of H2AX phosphorylation in pre-exam samples, 

two patients presented significantly higher basal gammaH2AX signal compared to the 

population average (p<0.05; Figure 6.8A). Both patients exhibited large increases in H2AX 

phosphorylation after CT examination but showed different responses. Patient #11 presents a 

slow response, while patient #13 shows a fast response in vivo. Interestingly, for patient #11, 

the high background signal in vivo is diminished ex vivo as well as the increased response to 

irradiation indicating that this response may be modulated by a systemic response to radiation 

rather than a purely cellular response (Figure 6.8B). Conversely, patient #13 continues to show 

an increased response to radiation ex vivo, but rather than a fast response as observed in vivo, 

 
Figure 6.8. Putative radiation sensitive patient analysis. A. Two patients presented significantly 
higher basal gammaH2AX signal compared to the population average (p<0.05). Both patients 
exhibited large increases in H2AX phosphorylation after CT examination but showed different 
responses. Patient #11 presents a slow response, while patient #13 shows a fast response in vivo. B. 
For patient #11, the high background signal in vivo is diminished ex vivo as well as the increased 
response to irradiation indicating a systemic effect. Conversely, patient #13 continues to show an 
increased response to radiation ex vivo, but rather than a fast response as observed in vivo, exhibits 
a slow response.  
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exhibits a slow response. Based on these results, these two patients may represent appropriate 

candidates for further radiation sensitivity testing. 

6.4 Conclusions  

Instead of examining DNA repair at a single point in time, the short-term kinetics were 

evaluated to better understand the effects of exam and patient parameters on the biological 

response to CT examinations. It is interesting that no clear dose response following irradiation 

was observed as others have. Other studies investigated specific protocols with relatively 

standard parameters. Because of the wide range in CT protocols used in this study, it is possible 

that parameters other than dose are altering the biological response. When separated, higher 

dose exams show an improved dose response over lower dose exams. Furthermore, 

examinations in the lower dose region may be exhibiting a response characterized previously in 

vitro, resulting in a reduction of gammaH2AX signal and thus affecting the response in this dose 

region. Although these results indicate substantial variation in repair kinetics across a small 

sample of patients, categorizing individuals based on exam and patient parameters highlighted 

possible factors affecting the biological response.  

Three distinct biological responses to CT examinations: fast, slow and none are 

suggested. Although we have not been able to establish why five patients did not exhibit any 

response, this study is the first to use the originally developed protocol in a patient population 

and suggests that blood processing and assessment can confound interpretation. Slow 

responding patients received exams with significantly higher total DLP values compared to fast 

responding patients, indicating that exams with higher total DLP shift the biological response to 

a slower response, possibly due to repair requiring more time. Additionally, AP exams have 
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significantly higher total DLP values than CCTA exams. It would follow that a slow response 

following radiation correlates to receiving an AP exam, which the data suggests, but significance 

could not be reached possibly due to the small sample size. This effect suggests distinct DNA 

damage responses depending on exam conditions that may not necessarily be reflected solely 

by dose metrics like DLP. The differences in response may be related to not only magnitude of 

dose, but also dose rate, timing (e.g. scan-phase time intervals) as well as individual patient 

parameters. 

For the first time, non-dose related effects on the biological response to CT 

examinations have been established. Age is indicated as a significant factor in modulation of the 

biological response to radiation. Younger patients tend to have a faster repair response 

compared to older patients. Thus, comparing values from patients at the same time may 

confound damage kinetics results due to age differences. As biological processes can slow or 

change with age (148-150), it follows that the same may be true for the DNA damage repair 

response to radiation. Additionally, the average quasi-dose rate of an exam has been shown to 

significantly affect the biological response. Patients who receive smaller quasi-dose rate exams 

tend to exhibit a faster repair response. Taken together with the in vitro dose-timing study, it 

appears that repeated doses – near or below 20mGy – alter the repair response the patient 

population in a similar manner to what has been observed in vitro. These results demonstrate 

that dose alone may not adequately describe or predict the biological response of an individual 

patient. 

 Although ex vivo samples were irradiated identically to each patient, the responses 

were markedly different from their in vivo counterparts. Samples were incubated outside the 
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body at ambient room temperature, which may alter damage kinetics toward a slower 

response.  Additionally, ex vivo samples were stationary during irradiation and contained blood 

which was free of contrast media, while in vivo blood samples continue to circulate during the 

exam. Thus, ex vivo samples may more accurately represent the physiological response of 

stationary organs rather than blood, although oxygen levels may differ and confound results.  

Notably, two patients out of the sample population were detected that exhibited both 

increased background gammaH2AX signal and higher than average responses to radiation. High 

basal levels of gammaH2AX are indicative of radiation sensitivity but not necessarily directly 

related to DNA repair pathways (151). Possible explanations could be a constitutively active 

cellular damage mechanism such as ROS generation or a disrupted protection mechanism such 

as radical scavenging. It is interesting to note that one of the phenotypes only presents in vivo, 

suggesting a required extracellular component to modulate the radiation response. These 

results show that the developed protocol can be used to potentially screen patients for altered 

responses to radiation. This application could provide a useful tool for the oncology field since 

most patients undergoing radiation therapy for cancer treatment receive a CT examination for 

diagnosis and treatment planning. This assay may provide valuable analysis for individuals who 

may require further testing to ensure the least risk to the patient. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 

7.1 Pre-Analytical Techniques Should be Used with Caution 

As demonstrated here, current sample handling practices are problematic when 

dynamic processes such as DNA damage repair are investigated. The unknown effects on 

biological endpoints and outcomes associated with these techniques only contribute to the 

uncertainty in risk assessment for diagnostic imaging, making their use counterproductive. 

Moreover, the lack of standardization between and within experiments further confounds 

results and increases uncertainty. Until the effects of these handling practices are better 

understood, they should be used with caution, especially when analyzing patient samples and 

clinical protocols. The RFP developed and evaluated here is superior for clinical applications as 

it provides effective and precise fixation as close to physiological conditions as possible, 

eliminating pre-analytical techniques and their contributions to risk uncertainties all together. 

Additionally, it provides valuable time savings and sample requirements are reduced from 6mL 

to 300uL both of which provide necessary steps toward finger prick technology. Development 

of a hand-held device could provide rapid analysis of radiation exposure and/or sensitivity in a 

clinical or emergent setting. Furthermore, such a device could be used to monitor radiation 

exposure for manned space missions where both space and resources are limited. Thus, the 

significance of this innovative protocol reaches beyond diagnostic imaging.    

7.2 Atomic Bombs and CT Exams are Not the Same Thing 

This work provides compelling evidence supporting differential biological responses not 

only between high and low doses, but also between single- and multiple-exposures of low 

doses of ionizing radiation. These differences indicate a multifaceted biological response that is 
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not only dose-dependent but also dose-delivery-dependent. CT doses and schemes appear to 

alter the biological response to IR and these changes are apparent in vitro and are also reflected 

in patient outcomes. Therefore, current risk estimates based on the LSS may be less accurate 

due to heterogeneity in dosing and timing. Although seemingly obvious, IR doses received by 

atomic bomb survivors differ from those delivered by a CT examination even though the 

absolute amount may be similar. Moreover, individual patient factors may further modulate 

the response to radiographic procedures. Patient parameters include both cellular and systemic 

factors that may have wide inter-individual variation. Whether the differences characterized 

here are beneficial or detrimental remains to be clarified. Delayed repair could induce 

apoptosis of damaged cells leading to decreased risk of carcinogenesis but increased risk of 

tissue damage, which may increase other IR-related risks. Conversely, delayed repair could 

promote accumulation of damage increasing the risk of carcinogenesis. On the other hand, 

accelerated repair could provide faster damage recovery or decreased repair fidelity. Thus, the 

detection of early markers for DNA damage and repair demands to be put into the greater 

context of late effects and survival benefit for more accurate risk assessment.  

7.3 Future Directions 

Future work needs to further probe the responsible mechanisms involved in the damage 

response at different dose levels and schemes as well as those involved in carcinogenesis and 

other late effects. Assays for sensitive in vitro and in vivo analysis of doses and dosing schemes 

relevant to CT exams must be developed that do not rely on surrogate markers such as 

gammaH2AX to provide greater context for damage repair systems. Although the radio-

protector and RNASeq experiments provide interesting insight into the possible mechanisms by 
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which these responses are controlled, it is clear that this work has instigated more questions 

than it has answered. In addition to understanding the response at a cellular level, it is 

imperative to examine the systemic response. Furthermore, how repeated exposures over an 

individual’s lifetime may affect lifetime risk remains to be elucidated. Once it is possible to 

integrate both cellular and systemic knowledge then it may be possible to accurately 

extrapolate and forecast individual risk.  

 




